
2 Fragmentary Texts and the Digital
Revolution

This chapter describes how fragmentary authors and works are represented
in the first generation of digital libraries. It also analyzes how hypertextual
models have been developing a new dimension, where textual fragments
are envisioned as text reuses preserved in contexts that cover and therefore
hide their original form. The first section (2.1) presents the relationship
between digital scholarship and textual fragments by describing how frag-
mentary texts are currently collected and published in digital libraries that
still depend on the printed editorial practice. The section introduces digital
projects that include Greek and Latin fragmentary texts, devotes specific
attention to the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (2.1.1) and to the Jacoby Online
(2.1.2) with the example of the edition of the fragments of Istros the Calli-
machean (2.1.3), and presents digital collections of physical fragments such
as inscriptions, papyri, and manuscripts that bear textual evidence (2.1.4).
The second section (2.2) describes how editions of fragmentary authors and
works are representations of hypertexts and how hypertextual theories in
literature and digital media are important for a new publishing model of
fragmentary texts in a digital environment. The last section (2.3) presents
the concept of cover-text that has led philologists to move the attention from
decontextualized fragments to the role of the context that preserves quota-
tions and reuses of lost texts. Parallel to this is the implementation of com-
putational techniques for text reuse detection that are now also applied to
historical data (2.3.1). Given that they are strictly connected to text reuse,
the two last sections focus the attention on intertextual analysis (2.3.2) and
translation alignment (2.3.3), whose methods are beginning to be experi-
mented with literary texts and historical documents.
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2.1 Digital Scholarship and Textual Fragments

The digital revolution has been affecting primary and secondary textual sources
of Greek and Latin works.1 The first generation of digital libraries has converted
into a machine readable format the reconstructed text of single editions of Clas-
sical works. The goal of the second generation of digital libraries is to publish
multiple editions of the same work, reproduce the critical apparatus and all other
paratextual elements (prefaces, introductions, indices, bibliographies, notes, etc.),
and generate collaborative environments for new born-digital critical editions of
Greek and Latin sources.2 Fragmentary authors and works are directly involved
in this process because they consist of quotations and text reuses preserved by still
surviving sources. The problem is that themodel according to which fragmentary
texts are currently represented in digital libraries is not satisfactory, because it
strongly depends on printed editorial practices. In the following pages, I describe
varieties of this model according to the most important collections of Greek and
Latin sources.

As far as ancient Greek sources are concerned, theThesaurus Linguae Grae-
cae (TLG) is the most extended digital library that also includes many editions of
fragmentary authors and works. Given the huge amount of TLG texts and the im-
portance of the TLG Canon, I refer to section 2.1.1 for a more specific and detailed
analysis of the TLG treatment of fragmentary texts in its databank. The Perseus
Digital Library and the new Scaife Viewer don’t contain editions of fragmentary
authors and works, but the Open Greek and Latin (OGL) project has been offer-
ing a first set of digitized versions of printed editions of fragmentary authors and
works. In this case, the goal is to generate OCR outputs with a basic TEI XML
encoding of printed editions in order to produce machine readable files that allow
scholars to create digital versions of printed books and extract data for many dif-
ferent purposes. An example is constituted by theDigital Fragmenta Historicorum
Graecorum (DFHG) that will be described in chapter 4. A project specifically fo-
cused on producing digital editions of Greek fragmentary authors is Brill’s Jacoby
Online, which is continuing in a digital format the work started by Felix Jacoby
one century ago for collecting evidence of lost Greek historians. Considering its

1 Berti (2019a).
2 Babeu (2011) part. 2–3 on “several generations of digital corpora in Classics”; Apollon/

Bélisle et al. (2014); Pierazzo (2015); Boschetti (2018) 11–12. On the concept of paratext, see
Genette (1982) 9 and passim; Berti (2012) 444.
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specificity, the project will be discussed in section 2.1.2.3 As for Latin literature,
PHI Latin Texts is one of the electronic databases of Greek and Latin sources pro-
duced by the Packard Humanities Institute.4 PHI Latin Texts is a digital archive of
836 Latin works from 362 authors up to 200 CE with a selection of sources from
later antiquity. The Canon of the PHI Latin Texts offers an overview of authors
and works that are part of the collection with references to the printed editions
on which digital texts are based: http://latin.packhum.org/canon. Authors and
works are identified with numbers and abbreviations. For example, Marcus Tul-
lius Cicero is [0474 Cic] and Cicero’s In Catilinam (ed. A.C. Clark 1905) is [0474
013 Cic].5

PHI Latin Texts includes collections of fragmentary authors, such as theHis-
toricorum Romanorum Reliquiae (HRR) by Hermann Peter.6 An example are the
fragments of the Latin Annales of Fabius Pictor [0061 001 hist].7 In this case,
PHI reproduces the text of only three of the six Latin fragments of Fabius Pictor
originally edited by Peter under the section Fabii Pictoris Latini Annales (3, 4, and

3 On these projects see also section 1.3. There are other still in progress plans for producing
digital editions of single Greek fragmentary authors or groups of authors belonging to
specific genres, as for example the fragments of Protagoras of Abdera by Tazuko van Berkel
at Leiden University, the fragments of Demetrius of Scepsis by Alexandra Trachsel at the
University of Hamburg, the fragments of Sceptic philosophers by Stéphane Marchand at
the École Normale Supérieure de Lyon, and the fragments of ancient Greek rhetoric and
oratory by Jan Heßler at the University of Würzburg. Another project is the collection and
edition of fragments and testimonies of historians from late antiquity at the University of
Düsseldorf, where they are producing printed editions with an online version. The project
is still in beta version and has been conceived as a traditional printed critical edition with
a parallel online presence: see Fischer (2017) 267–268.

4 These databases were originally published as CD-ROMs. PHI 5.3 was a collection of Latin
texts now freely accessible at http://latin.packhum.org: see Kozák (2018). PHI 7 was a
database of Greek inscriptions and documentary papyri. Greek inscriptions are online at
https://inscriptions.packhum.org, while documentary papyri are part of Papyri.info. On
PHI Greek Inscriptions, see p. 69.

5 The Canon of the PHI is now ingested in a new project for publishing and curating critical
editions of Latin texts, which is under development as the Digital Latin Library (DLL) and
which is also going to include fragmentary authors and works: https://digitallatin.org. The
HTML code of the PHI Canon embeds tags and attributes that can be used for extracting
data and reusing it for other purposes. The DLL has extracted this data and integrated
it in its catalog, which is a Linked Open Data (LOD) resource built according to the best
practices of library information science: https://catalog.digitallatin.org. For example,
Marcus Tullius Cicero is cataloged as DLL #A5129 and its entry is available at https://cata
log.digitallatin.org/dll-author/a5129. For a presentation of the DLL project, see Huskey
(2019) and Digital Latin Library Project (2021).

6 Peter (1870–1914).
7 See https://latin.packhum.org/author/61. This data is ingested in the DLL Catalog with a

DLL identifier (DLL #W2649): https://catalog.digitallatin.org/dll-work/w2649. Fragments
of Fabius Pictor have been encoded in TEI XML as part of the Digital Fabius Pictor project
developed at the University of Leipzig as a result of a collaboration between the Institute
of Computer Science and the Historical Seminar: see Straßburger (2018).

http://latin.packhum.org/canon
http://latin.packhum.org
https://inscriptions.packhum.org
https://digitallatin.org
https://catalog.digitallatin.org
https://catalog.digitallatin.org/dll-author/a5129
https://catalog.digitallatin.org/dll-author/a5129
https://latin.packhum.org/author/61
https://catalog.digitallatin.org/dll-work/w2649
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Figure 2.1. PHI: Fabius Pictor, fragments of the Latini Annales

6).8 Moreover, PHI doesn’t publish the critical apparatus, the commentary, and
the context of the witnesses as Peter does, but reproduces only the words that
can be attributed to the original lost texts of Fabius Pictor (fig. 2.1).

An identical treatment of the Latin fragments of theAnnales of Fabius Pictor
is available in the Bibliotheca Teubneriana Latina (BTL) and in the Library of Latin
Texts Series A (LLT–A). The BTL online provides electronic access to all printed
editions of the Bibliotheca Teubneriana Latinawith a database that includes about
13 million word forms.9 The BTL publishes the same portions of fragments 3, 4,
and 6 as in PHI Latin Texts (fig. 2.2). It allows to export a PDF file with the
text of the fragments and also different citation formats with a permanent URL.10
The Library of Latin Texts Series A (LLT–A) is part of a cluster of full-text Latin
databases and dictionaries which contains over 78 million Latin words frommore
than 3,800 works attributed to ca. 1,200 authors.11 LLT–A provides the same por-
tions of fragments 3, 4, and 6 of Fabius Pictor as in PHI Latin Texts and in the
BTL, and allows users to export a PDF file with information about the author,
the texts, and the reference edition (figg. 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5).12 PHI Latin Texts
includes under the name of Fabius Pictor also the fragments of the Iuris Pontifi-
cis Libri ([0061 002 iur]) according to the edition Iurisprudentiae Anteiustinianae
Reliquiae by P.E. Huschke, E. Seckel, and B. Kübler (vol. I, 1908). LLT–A collects

8 Peter (1870–1914) I 112–113 (Greek fragments are at 5–39). PHI seems to publish only the
fragments that Peter attributed toQuintus Fabius Pictor and not those that he questioned
as being of Numerius Fabius Pictor. On these problems of attribution, see also FHG III
80–93, FGrHist (BNJ) 809, Cornell (2013) I 163–166, and Woodman (2015) 4–22.

9 The BTL is accessible only through a library subscription at https://doi.org/10.1515/btl.
10 See https://www.degruyter.com/document/database/BTL/entry/AFAPIANNA/html. For

the fragments of the Iuris Pontificis Libri, see below.
11 The project started in 1991 and the collection is now accessible with an institutional sub-

scription on the BREPOLiS website. Since 2009, LLT–A is supplemented by LLT Series
B.

12 See http://clt.brepolis.net/LLTA/pages/TextSearch.aspx?key=AFAPIANNA_.

https://doi.org/10.1515/btl
https://www.degruyter.com/document/database/BTL/entry/AFAPIANNA/html
http://clt.brepolis.net/LLTA/pages/TextSearch.aspx?key=AFAPIANNA_
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some of these fragments (Iuris Pontificis fragmenta) under Fabius Pictor quidam
(an potius Quintus Fabius Maximus Seruilianus), but according to the edition of
Peter (1870–1914) I 114–116.

Figure 2.2. BTL Online: Fabius Pictor, fragments of the Latini Annales

Musisque Deoque is a digital archive of Latin poetry from its origins to the Italian
Renaissance supported by a critical and exegetical electronic apparatus. The col-
lection includes also fragmentary works, as for example the fragments ofQuintus
Ennius. Figure 2.6 shows lines 105–109 (book 1) of the Annales. The text is based
on the edition of Otto Skutsch (The Annals of Quintus Ennius, 1985) and has been
manually digitized by Paolo Mastandrea and Silvia Arrigoni.13 The page pro-
vides the critical apparatus, references to the source texts (with concordances to
the editions of Johannes Vahlen and Enrico Flores), complete bibliographical and

13 In this case the permalink is http://www.mqdq.it/texts/ENN|anna|105. Texts and critical
notes of the edition of Otto Skutsch have been digitized and are now available online on
the website of the Oxford Scholary Editions Online (OSEO) service (subscription required)
(fig. 2.8).

http://www.mqdq.it/texts/ENN|anna|105
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Figure 2.3. LLT–A: Fabius Pictor, fragments of the Latini Annales

Figure 2.4. LLT–A: Fabius Pictor, fragments of the Latini Annales (background on the text)

Figure 2.5. LLT–A: Fabius Pictor, fragments of the Latini Annales (PDF export)
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textual-critical information, and the metrical scansion of the Latin text through
Pede certo.

Figure 2.6. Musisque Deoque: Quintus Ennius, Annales, ll. 105–109

As far as Latin fragments are concerned, I also point to Grammatici disiecti:
sources fragmentaires pour l’histoire de la grammaire latine (https://gradis.hyp
otheses.org/). The project is directed by Alessandro Garcea and is “a research
blog dedicated to gathering, for the first time, all Latin grammatical texts which
are preserved exclusively in fragmentary form.” The “primary purpose is to pub-
lish bio-bibliographical sketches of the authors of such texts, be they grammari-
ans, teachers, erudite writers or any other author who may have written works
on grammar, regardless of their position in society or their linguistic activity.”14
According to the description, Grammatici disiecti provides through a WordPress
website a list of Latin fragmentary grammarians dated between the 3rd century
BC and the 4th century CE. As soon as they are ready, the project publishes sep-
arate pages with complete bio-bibliographical presentations of the authors of the
collection.

Beyond the projects mentioned in these pages, there are also other resources
for accessing in many different ways digital versions of printed editions of frag-
mentary authors and works. For example, publishing companies have been of-
fering this kind of service through online subscriptions for individual and insti-
tutional customers. The Digital Loeb Classical Library offers “an interconnected,
fully searchable, perpetually growing, virtual library of all that is important in
Greek and Latin literature.”15 The online collection counts more than 520 vol-

14 A new edition of the corpus is in preparation for Les Belles Lettres editions (Collection des
Universités de France). As part of an interest in Latin grammarians, the project is connected
to the Corpus Grammaticorum Latinorum (CGL): see Garcea/Cinato et al. (2010).

15 See https://www.loebclassics.com. As of 2021, the annual subscription for individual
users is priced at $170 for the first year and $70 for subsequent consecutive years. Prices
for academic and public libraries depend on the size of the institutions interested in the
subscription.

https://gradis.hypotheses.org/
https://gradis.hypotheses.org/
https://www.loebclassics.com
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umes of Latin, Greek, and English texts, which are available in an interface that
allows readers to browse, search, bookmark, annotate, and share content. The
Loeb online has also editions of fragmentary works, as for example the Greek
epic fragments published by Martin West in 2003 (fig. 2.7).16 Other examples
that are accessible with a subscription or direct payment are the Oxford Scholarly
Editions Online (OSEO), that enables readers to search across the texts, navigate
through reference forms and look up words in the Oxford Latin Dictionary (fig.
2.8),17 or the online Bibliotheca Scriptorum Graecorum et Romanorum Teubneriana
that has put online PDF files of its editions including fragmentary authors and
works.18

Figure 2.7. Digital Loeb Classical Library : M.L. West, Greek Epic Fragments

A different kind of service is offered by mass digitization projects like Google
Books, Internet Archive, and HathiTrust, which have been giving free access to
millions of scanned copies of books that are in the public domain. These col-
lections contain also many volumes about Classical sources, allowing scholars
to rediscover past editions of ancient authors that comprise fragmentary ones.19

16 West (2003).
17 https://www.oxfordscholarlyeditions.com
18 https://www.degruyter.com/serial/BT-B/html
19 For a selection of ancient Greek and Latin texts in Google Books, see https://www.google.c

om/googlebooks/ancient-greek-and-latin.html. On how Google Books is “reshaping” the
way scholars do research, see Findlen (2013) and Graham/Milligan et al. (2016) 38–44.

https://www.oxfordscholarlyeditions.com
https://www.degruyter.com/serial/BT-B/html
https://www.google.com/googlebooks/ancient-greek-and-latin.html
https://www.google.com/googlebooks/ancient-greek-and-latin.html
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Figure 2.8. OSEO: O. Skutsch (ed.), The Annals of Quintus Ennius, ll. 105–109

Needless to say that this is the first step toward an extraordinary contribution to
the preservation of an inestimable patrimony of past scholarship, which is often
neglected, not only because it is considered old and out-of-date, but also because
in many cases it is difficult to locate and consult in traditional libraries. An ex-
ample, among many others, is represented by the five volumes of the Fragmenta
Historicorum Graecorum (FHG) that will be described in chapter 4. These projects
offer not only the possibility to consult and read scholarly printed editions, but
also to get source files for experimenting with Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) techniques. As for ancient Greek sources, this kind of experimentation
is being performed by the Open Greek and Latin (OGL) project and by Lace: Greek
OCR, which is directed by Bruce Robertson at Mount Allison University.20 The
project has an online catalog with an updated list of OCRed texts including edi-
tions of fragmentary authors and works. Through the list, it is possible to access
single books, visualize the alignment of the image of each page with its OCR
stages, download the relevant files, and also contribute with manual OCR post-
correction.

20 On OGL, see p. 30. On OCR for ancient Greek and on Lace: Greek OCR, see Robertson
(2019).
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2.1.1 Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (TLG)

As I mentioned in chapter 1, since the beginning the TLG has addressed the prob-
lem of dealing with lost authors in the Canon and in the online collection. As far
as the catalog and the publication of textual fragments are concerned, the TLG fol-
lows standards and conventions of printed editions of fragmentary authors and
works.21 An example is the fragmentary historian Hecataeus of Miletus, who
corresponds to tlg0538. In the TLG Hecataeus is classified as historicus, is dated
between the 6th and the 5th century BC (6–5 B.C.), and has the geographical
epithet Milesius. In this case, the reference edition is FGrHist 1 and the TLG fol-
lows the arrangement of Felix Jacoby with his distinction between 25 testimonia
(tlg0538.001) and 373 fragmenta (tlg0538.002).22

Figure 2.9. TLG: Hecataeus Milesius (tlg0538)

The TLG adds two other witnesses to Jacoby’s fragment 145 that were published
by Hans Joachim Mette as 145bis (a and b) (tlg0538.003).23 Figure 2.9 shows the
pop-up window of Hecataeus with bibliographic references and the word count
of the texts of testimonies and fragments, excluding the apparatus criticus and
the commentary that are not reproduced in the TLG. Figures 2.10 and 2.11 show
how Hecataeus’ fragment 145bis was originally published by Mette and how is
replicated in the online TLG, which closely reproduces the layout of the printed
page and adds symbols to mark lines in its files: l1 marks the line with the ref-
erence to the witness until the colon, 1 marks the line with the Greek text of the

21 For a list of epithets and work classifications that identify fragmentary authors and works
belonging to different literary genres in the TLG, see pp. 21 and 23.

22 For the fragmenta of Hecataeus, the TLG provides further classifications (Historica,
Mythographa, and Periegesis).

23 Mette (1978) 6.
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fragment, and @1 stands for page end.24 The TLG provides a link to cite the page
with the edition of Mette, which incorporates author and work numbers (0538
and 003): http://stephanus.tlg.uci.edu/Iris/Cite?0538:003:0 (fig. 2.12).25 As part
of the online TLG services, it is also possible to perform morphological analyses
and obtain statistics about the words of the texts of the fragments (see below).

Figure 2.10. Mette (1978) 6 = Hecataeus, FGrHist 1 F 145bis

Figure 2.11. TLG: Hecataeus, FGrHist 1 F 145bis = Mette (1978) 6

Figure 2.12. TLG: link to cite Hecataeus, FGrHist 1 F 145bis = Mette (1978) 6

Another example is Hellanicus of Lesbos, who is represented in a similar way
in the TLG with a reproduction of the testimonia and the fragmenta from the
FGrHist and Mette (1978). In this case, the TLG allows users to select fragments
from the different FGrHist sections of Hellanicus arranged by Felix Jacoby, and

24 @1: “marks end of page in source text regardless of whether page is part of the citation
system. All files end in @1”. This method seems to be not consistent in the TLG corpus.
Cf. the example of Hellanicus below.

25 On TLG author and work numbers, see p. 19 n. 55. The TLG doesn’t provide identifiers
for single fragments: in this case, 003 refers to the edition of Mette and not specifically to
fragment 145bis with its two witnesses.

http://stephanus.tlg.uci.edu/Iris/Cite?0538:003:0
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there is also a specific reference to fragments on papyrus (figg. 2.13 and 2.14).26
As far as the layout of the FGrHist page is concerned, the TLG tries to replicate
it. Figures 2.15 and 2.16 show how Hellanicus’ fragments 2–5 (FGrHist 323a) are
represented in the printed edition of Jacoby’s FGrHist and in the online TLG.The
TLG reproduces the text of the fragments including references to other source
texts and follows the FGrHist in printing with spaced-out letters those parts of
the fragments that seem to be direct quotations (cf. p. 36). Missing elements are
the critical apparatus and therefore line numbers for the text of the fragments,
references in round brackets to the corresponding numbers of the fragments in
other parts of the FGrHist and in the FHG, references in angle brackets to other
fragments of the same FGrHist section, chronological data in the margin of the
page, and references to fragmentary work titles (in this case Ἀτθίς) and to book
numbers (in this case Β) according to which fragments are arranged in the col-
lection.

Figure 2.13. TLG: Hellanicus (tlg0539)

Considering that the TLG is not only a digital collection of texts but also a cata-
log of ancient Greek works based on printed editions, it would have been better
to include at least the reference to fragmentary work titles and book numbers
provided by Felix Jacoby, because they are a fundamental element to understand

26 PSI X 1173; P.Oxy. X 1241; P.Giss. 307v; fr. 133bis (= P.Oxy. XXVI 2442). It is not clear the
criterion used by the TLG for selecting these papyri, because there are other fragments of
Hellanicus preserved on papyrus but not mentioned in the breakdown: FGrHist 4 F 19b
(P.Oxy. VIII 1084), F 68 (P.Oxy. XIII 611), and F 197bis (= PSI XIV 1390). There is also an
inscription among the testimonia: FGrHist 4 T 30 (IG II/III2 2363). On the evidence of these
physical fragments, see section 2.1.4.
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Figure 2.14. TLG: Hellanicus’ fragmenta (tlg0539.002)

Figure 2.15. Hellanicus, FGrHist 323a 42
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Figure 2.16. TLG: Hellanicus’ fragmenta (FGrHist 323a)
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the content of the fragments and the editorial structure of the FGrHist.27 Never-
theless, the online TLG provides a very powerful search engine and useful tools
for performing morphological analyses and getting statistics and n-grams, which
represent an invaluable addition to printed editions of ancient source texs. For
example, by selecting the word Ἀτθίδος in F 2 of Hellanicus (FGrHist 323a), it is
possible to get not only the morphological analysis of the word with links to the
entry in different lexica (LSJ, MiddleLS, and DGE), but also statistics about the use
and the distribution of the word in the TLG corpus: A summary of the use of the
lemma (fig. 2.17), its distribution by century, its relative distribution by century
(fig. 2.18), its highest use by author, and its relative distribution by author. The
TLG provides also work statistics and in this case, for example, it is possible to
visualize results for the FGrHist fragments of Hellanicus reproduced in the TLG
(tlg0539.002) (fig. 2.19).28

Figure 2.17. TLG: statistics for the lemma Ἀτθίς, -ίδος, ἡ (summary)

These examples, even if limited to historians, show how fragmentary authors and
works are accessible through the TLG. The same dependency on the printed ed-
itorial practice is evident if we examine fragmentary authors belonging to other
literary genres in the TLG. Moreover, one of the downsides of this structure of
the TLG is the fact that the corpus has duplicates of texts. This phenomenon is
intrinsic to scholarship of fragmentary literature, because “a collection of frag-

27 To our knowledge, titles (tituli) of fragmentary works are present in the TLG if they are
the unique evidence of a fragmentary work: cf. p. 19. As for fragmentary historians, an
example is the TLG author Promathidas (tlg2300) with one titulus (Ἡμίαμβοι: tlg2300.003)
from Lloyd-Jones/Parsons (1983) 345.

28 It is also possible to get statistics for the entire corpus of Hellanicus or only for the FGrHist
testimonia (tlg0539.001) and for the fragmentum published by Mette (1978) (tlg0539.003).
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Figure 2.18. TLG: statistics for the lemma Ἀτθίς, -ίδος, ἡ (relative distribution by century)

Figure 2.19. TLG: work statistics of Hellanicus’ fragmenta (tlg0539.002)
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ments simply duplicates the information contained in other books in a good li-
brary. All the texts it brings are usually available elsewhere.” In a philological
world dominated by printed books, this condition is inevitable in order to collect
knowledge and “concentrate information otherwise widely disseminated.”29 In a
digital world, where resources are more easily accessible and linkable, the inher-
itance of printed editorial methods by digital libraries is problematic, because the
digital duplication of texts generates distorted results.30

Figure 2.20. TLG: N-grams for Ἀττικῶν, δεδήλωκεν, and Ἴστρος

Going back to the examples mentioned above, if we take into consideration F 2 of
Hellanicus (FGrHist 323a), we can see how the context of the fragment is repeated
several times in the TLG (fig. 2.20). If we activate the TLG n-gram functionality
for the string δεδήλωκεν Ἴστρος ἐν γʹ τῶν Ἀττικῶν, we can see that the text is
repeated four times in the TLG: as Hellanicus FGrHist 4 F 39 (tlg0539.002) and
323a F 2 (tlg0539.002), as Ister FHG I fr. 7 (tlg1450.004), and as Harpocr. Lex. s.v.
Παναθήναια (tlg1389.002). The text is also repeated under Androtion FHG I fr.

29 Most (1997) vii.
30 Berti/Romanello et al. (2009).
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1 (tlg1125.003), but ends before the quoted string.31 In all these cases, the only
citable evidence is the text of the Lexicon of Harpocration, which is the surviving
text that reuses the lost passages of Hellanicus, Ister, and Androtion and which
is therefore repeated multiple times in the editions of these fragmentary authors.
If this situation has the advantage of allowing users to visualize the same text in
different editions, the problem is that from a computational point of view these
repetitions generate wrong results when querying the TLG corpus. They also
produce the wrong impression of the existence of fragmentary texts that, as a
matter of fact, don’t exist any more but are only preserved through quotations
and reuses in other texts.

Fragmentary texts come not only from quotations and text reuses, but also
from material fragments like papyri, inscriptions, and excerpts in manuscripts.
In the example of Hellanicus mentioned above, there are six fragments preserved
on papyrus and one testimony from an inscription (fig. 2.13).32 In this case the
texts of the fragments are reproduced following the content and the layout of
the FGrHist and of Mette (1978), but there are no links to external resources.33
Another example is the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia, which is a historiographical work
preserved only on physical fragments. Also in this case the text is reproduced in
the TLG following its reference printed editions (tlg0558).34

2.1.2 Jacoby Online (JO)

Jacoby Online (JO) is a project specifically aimed at ancient Greek fragmentary
historians.35 It is maintained by the Dutch publisher Brill and is part of a big
scholarly enterprise whose goal is to continue and update the editorial work of
Die Fragmente der griechischen Historiker (FGrHist) began by Felix Jacoby in the
Twenties of last century (cf. pp. 35 ff.). The project is also the result of an ongo-
ing effort to make more user-friendly and accessible the volumes of the FGrHist,

31 The complete text of the lexical entry is published only under the Lexicon of Harpocration,
while in the other cases the text is partially cut in the same way as it is published in the
FHG and in the FGrHist.

32 FGrHist 4 T 30, FF 19b, 68, 124b, 133bis, 189, and 201bis.
33 The text of some of these papyri is available through Trismegistos and other digital re-

sources: P.Oxy. VIII 1084 (http://arks.princeton.edu/ark:/88435/sx61dp87h); P.Oxy. X 1241
(www.trismegistos.org/text/63428); P.Oxy. XXVI 2442 (www.trismegistos.org/text/62564);
PSI X 1173 (www.trismegistos.org/text/61611). The texts of IG II/III2 2363 is available
through PHI Greek Inscriptions (https://inscriptions.packhum.org/text/4599). On these and
other digital resources for material fragmentary texts, see section 2.1.4.

34 Bartoletti (1959); FGrHist 66; Mette (1978) 11–12. Absent from the TLG is the text of the
Marmor Parium: see p. 8.

35 http://referenceworks.brillonline.com/cluster/JacobyOnline

http://arks.princeton.edu/ark:/88435/sx61dp87h
www.trismegistos.org/text/63428
www.trismegistos.org/text/62564
www.trismegistos.org/text/61611
https://inscriptions.packhum.org/text/4599
http://referenceworks.brillonline.com/cluster/Jacoby Online
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which is a notoriously difficult tool to consult, especially for students of Classics.
The first steps of this effort were the publication of complete indices to FGrHist I–
III by Pierre Bonnechère and the production of a Windows compatible CD-ROM
version of the fifteen volumes of Jacoby’s FGrHist I–III and of Bonnechère’s in-
dices.36 The CD-ROM was welcomed as an “excellent tool” and as “a miracle of
20th-century scholarship with a miracle of 21st-century technology.”37 For the
first time, users had the possibility to search numerical and alphabetical lists of
the 856 FGrHist authors and to be immediately brought with one click to the rela-
vant part of the collection concerning the requested historian.38 Those who have
spent many hours in the library to consult the printed version of the FGrHist
— looking for information about authors scattered in the fifteen volumes of the
collection — greately enjoyed the advantages of a single CD-ROM with search
and hypertextual functionalities, and the possibility to visualize notes of the crit-
ical apparatus in dialogue babbles appearing on lines with textual problems and
variants.39 The CD-ROM version was based on the layout of the printed edition
(“page-based”) and the aim was to produce, as far as possible, an exact represen-
tation of the printed volumes.40

TheCD-ROMversion of the FGrHist is now superseded by the online edition
which is part of the Jacoby Online project. The current online version is under
revision and a new interface is going to be launched as part of a collaborationwith
the company Eldarion, that has also developed the Scaife Viewer for the Perseus
Digital Library: https://scaife.perseus.org. An overview of the new version of the
Jacoby Online will be described in this section after a description of the current
version, which has been used by many scholars in the last ten years.41

36 Bonnechère (1999) and Jacoby (2005). For reviews of the CD-ROM, see Marincola (2005),
Worthington (2005), Walter (2005), and Cornell (2006).

37 Marincola (2005) and Cornell (2006) 186.
38 The home page and the booklet accompanying the CD-ROM contained a detailed history

of Jacoby and his work written by Mortimer Chambers, which is now available as part of
the online version of the Jacoby Online: http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1873-5363_boj_abiogra
fie_jacoby.

39 Cornell (2006).
40 For a detailed description of the CD-ROM, see Marincola (2005), who also points at its

limits, such as the price (€ 1,500) and the fact that pieces of information on the margins of
the FGrHist pages were not interactive and that the addenda and corrigenda sections had
to be manually searched.

41 I’m very grateful to Ernest Suyver and Mirjam Elbers for giving me access to the demo
version of the new Jacoby Online and in general for the opportunity to work with them
as a contributor and copy editor of the Jacoby Online project: see section 2.1.3. This col-
laboration now also includes the connection between the Jacoby Online and the Digital
Fragmenta Historicorum Graecorum (DFHG) project, that I have been implementing and
that is described in chapter 4.

https://scaife.perseus.org
http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1873-5363_boj_abiografie_jacoby
http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1873-5363_boj_abiografie_jacoby
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In order to be accessed and consulted, the Jacoby Online project requires a
subscription and includes five sections:42

1. Die Fragmente der griechischen Historiker Part I–III. This is the online ver-
sion of the first three parts of the FGrHist originally published by Felix Jacoby.
It gives access to alphabetical and numerical lists of fragmentary authors, to the
“commentary on cities and peoples,” and to the addenda. In the “Prelims,” it is pos-
sible to consult an introduction to the life and the work of Felix Jacoby, notes for
readers (abbreviations, corrigenda, and indexes), and prefaces. Texts of fragments
are reproduced as they appear in the FGrHist, together with commentaries and
notes. Introductions, testimonia, fragmenta, commentaries, notes, and selected
addenda to every author are published together in the same web page. A menu
on the upper right part of the page contains links to each testimony and frag-
ment. Introductions to authors contain also note numbers, but without links to
the actual notes that seem not to have been included in the online collection. Fig-
ure 2.21 shows the example of FGrHist 323a F 2 in the Jacoby Online that can be
compared with the printed page at figure 2.15. References to corresponding FHG
and FGrHist fragments have been removed, as well as the notes on the margins of
the printed pages. Another difference with the printed edition is the addition of
links to the corresponding BNJ fragments (see below). Critical notes to the text
of the fragments are reproduced in footnotes at the bottom of the web page and
have numbers following the numerical sequence of the notes to the commentary.
Those parts of the fragments that Jacoby considered to be direct quotations are
reproduced with orange coloured letters and not with spaced-out letters as in the
FGrHist. Search and index functions are shared with other parts of the Jacoby
Online.43

2. Die Fragmente der griechischen Historiker Part IV. This is the online ver-
sion of the FGrHist Continued on ancient Greek biography and antiquarian lit-
erature that Felix Jacoby was never able to publish. According to the plan, this
section will consist of 27 book volumes, some of which have been already pub-
lished in a printed format.44 Before the final printed publication, fragmentary au-
thors are progressively published online following the editorial guidelines of the
Jacoby Online project. This means that, after each introduction to authors with
interactive footnotes, there is a “brief encyclopaedia-style entry” with chrono-
logical, literary, and geographical metadata. A similar entry is at the beginning
of each testimony and each fragment with information on the witnesses, their

42 As of 2021, the “online subscription price” is € 1,1761 with an “annual update fee” of € 1,285.
The “institutional outright purchase price” is € 20,332.

43 http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1873-5363_bnj_ahelp
44 Bollanséé/Schepens et al. (1998); Radicke (1999); Schepens/Bollanséé (1999); Verhasselt

(2018); Brusuelas/Obbink et al. (2019); Zaccaria (2021). The editorial plan is available at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1873-5363_jciv_fulltextxml_aaboutiv.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1873-5363_bnj_ahelp
http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1873-5363_jciv_fulltextxml_aaboutiv
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Figure 2.21. Jacoby Online: Hellanicus, FGrHist 323a F 2

chronology, language, and literary genre. Every testimony and fragment is ac-
companied by an English translation and a full commentary (see figure 2.22 to be
compared with the printed page at figure 1.12).45 Critical notes are expressed in
footnotes and there are interactive links to fragments of other parts of the FGrHist
and the BNJ. Each author section has a bibliography at the end of the web page.
Unlike the FGrHist, which was the work of one scholar, FGrHist IV is the result of
a team of researchers working on different authors under the direction of Stefan
Schorn and an editorial board. Search and index functions are shared with other
sections of the Jacoby Online.

3. Die Fragmente der griechischen Historiker Part V. This is the part of the
FGrHist Continued that concerns geography. The plan is to publish testimonies
and fragments of 96 Greek historians with the collaboration of a team of scholars
under the direction of Hans-Joachim Gehrke and Felix Maier.46 The online edito-
rial layout is the same of FGrHist IV and search and index functions are shared
with other sections of the Jacoby Online.

4. Brill’s New Jacoby (BNJ). The BNJ is described by its editor-in-chief Ian
Worthington in the home page of the project: “Brill’s New Jacoby is a fully-revised
and enlarged edition of Jacoby’s Die Fragmente der griechischen Historiker I–III,
providing new texts of the ancient historians in many instances as well as several
new historians and many new fragments of existing historians that were either
unknown to Jacoby or excluded by him. Especially important is that for the first
time ever commentaries are provided on the final 248 historians in FGrHist I–

45 Given that this is an ongoing project, it is possible to see variants and changes in the
editorial treatment of authors and fragments.

46 http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1873-5363_jcv_a

http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1873-5363_jcv_a
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Figure 2.22. Jacoby Online: Stesimbrotos of Thasos, FGrHist 1002

Figure 2.23. Jacoby Online: Istros, BNJ 334 T 1
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III, which Jacoby was unable to prepare before his death. In addition, and also
for the first time, Brill’s New Jacoby presents facing English translations of all
the testimonia and fragments, new, critical commentaries on all the testimony
and fragments, and a brief encyclopedia-style entry about each historian’s life
and works, with a select bibliography.”47 Figure 2.23 shows the example of Istros
the Callimachean (BNJ 334 T 1). Editors of the BNJ are provided with guidelines
and a template to be filled in with metadata and data about fragmentary authors
and their works. In order to be consistent, the project offers also lists of sub-
jects for authors, testimonies, and fragments, and special tags are used by copy
editors for hyperlinks and anchors of named entities, bibliographic elements, tes-
timonies’ and fragments’ numbers.48 Each entry has a final Biographical essay
on the fragmentary author and a bibliography.49 The BNJ keeps the numbering
system of Jacoby and new authors are inserted in the appropriate section with
the same number as the preceding author followed by A or B in order to distin-
guish them.50 Following the principle of offering a more user-friendly version of
the FGrHist, the BNJ provides not only new commentaries and English transla-
tions, but also expanded references to source texts and to bibliographic entries,
chronological and literary information, and links and metadata to help readers
contextualize fragments and witnesses. Search and index functions are shared
with other sections of the Jacoby Online.

5. Brill’s New Jacoby, Second Edition (BNJ2). This part is a “revised and en-
larged edition of Brill’s New Jacoby (BNJ). New additions include an apparatus
criticus and a discussion of the provenance of each fragment where relevant, as
well as revised commentaries on the ancient historians in BNJ and updated bib-
liographies, all of which set BNJ2 significantly apart from the previous edition.”
The online editorial layout is the same of BNJ and search and index functions are
shared with other sections of the Jacoby Online.

As mentioned before, the current version of the Jacoby Online is going to be
substitued by a new version in the near future. This new version is presented in a
webpage entitled Documentation for Jacoby Online, which is maintained by Brill
Scholary Editions and published with GitBook.51 Given that this documentation
is public, my aim is not to repeat it here, but to summarize two main character-
istics of the new Jacoby Online there were also discussed as part of a seminar

47 See Worthington (2005) and Lenfant (2009).
48 Lists of subjects grouped under categories are available on the website of the project and

can be used to fill in a term in the search category Subject Keyword in the Advanced Search:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1873-5363_bnj_asubjects.

49 As for FGrHist IV and V, the BNJ is an ongoing project and it is possible to find inconsis-
tencies, errors, and technical problems: see http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1873-5363_bnj_aprel
iminaries.

50 Worthington (2005).
51 https://brillpublishers.gitlab.io/documentation-jo/

http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1873-5363_bnj_asubjects
http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1873-5363_bnj_apreliminaries
http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1873-5363_bnj_apreliminaries
https://brillpublishers.gitlab.io/documentation-jo/
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Figure 2.24. New Jacoby Online demo (early 2020)

organized at Brill in Leiden on January 22, 2020 with the participation of Stefan
Schorn, James Tauber, Ian Worthington, Cecily Robinson, Mirjam Elbers, Ernest
Suyver and myself. The first important characteristic in order to combine the
needs of the contributors and the needs of the Jacoby Online is the substitution
of Brill XML files, that were used in the past, with BPT files as a basic format to
produce TEI XML files for the publication on Brill Scholarly Editions (fig. 2.24).52
New extended Guidelines for authors have been written about entry structure,
publication statement, the historian, testimonia, fragments, biographical essay
and bibliography.

The second important aspect of the new Jacoby Online is the adoption of
the CITE Architecture to produce uniform and stable identifiers of the following
seven JO objects:53 1) textgroup: a group of fragments, united by origin, theme,
and/or (most common) authorship; 2) fragment: a textual remnant of an other-
wise lost work (“Fragment is a child of textgroup. We could have a collection level
= fgrh”); 3) historian: author of an (in the case of JO) lost historiographical work
(“Historian is metadata about (a version of) a textgroup”); 4) work: (in the case
of JO) lost historiographical work (“Work is metadata about (a version of) a frag-
ment”); 5) source: text (itself a work) containing a citation of or reference to a lost
work or its author; 6) entry: a textgroup as analyzed by modern scholars (“Entry
is metadata about (a version of) a textgroup”); 7) edition: edition of the source
texts (“Edition is metadata about (a version of) a source”). Jacoby Online adopts
both CITE and CTS URNs to cite texts, papyri, inscriptions and fragments. The

52 BPT stands for Brill Plain Text and the language of these files is Markdownwith some Brill-
specific extensions. BPT supports the inclusion of additional mark-up, such as Leiden+
for epigraphical texts (http://papyri.info/docs/leiden_plus), YAML for metadata and
references, and HTML. Figure 2.24 shows an example of the demo of the new Jacoby Online
with fragments of Hippias of Elis and the widget for the metadata about the historian.

53 On the CITE Architecture, see section 3.2.

http://papyri.info/docs/leiden_plus
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syntax of each URN includes fgrh as the textgroup identifier and jo as the version
identifier. Table 2.1 shows examples for Hekataios of Miletos (FGrHist 1).

Figure 2.25. Istros, BNJ 334

2.1.3 Printed and Digital Fragments: Istros the Callimachean

The edition of the fragments of Istros the Callimachean is an example of a work
shifting from printed to digital characteristics. I originally conceived this work
in the form of a printed book as part of the Italian series I Frammenti degli Storici
Greci. The first volume containing the fragments on Athens and Attica was pub-
lished in 2009 and its characteristics have been described in section 1.4.54 I pub-
lished a second edition with the testimonia and all the seventy-seven fragments of
Istros the Callimachean in 2015 for the Brill’s New Jacoby, as the result of an invi-
tation by IanWorthington to complete thework originally begun by the late Steve
Jackson (fig. 2.25).55 This edition presents fragments according to the traditional
model of printed editions, but with the addition of metadata and hyperlinks that
will be further expanded in the revision of the fragments for the second edition
of BNJ and as part of the new version of the Jacoby Online.

54 Berti (2009b); Berti (2009a); Berti (2013b).
55 BNJ 334: http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1873-5363_bnj_a334.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1873-5363_bnj_a334
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Figure 2.26. DFHG: Ister (concordance of editions)

As it will be extensively described in chapters 4 and 5, one of the goals of new
born-digital editions of fragmentary texts is to expand and connect resources. As
far as Istros is concerned, the first step was accomplished by producing the digital
version of its fragments published by Karl Müller in the Fragmenta Historicorum
Graecorum, which is fundamental to understand the edition of Felix Jacoby in
Die Fragmente der griechischen Historiker. Figure 2.26 shows the concordance
among the entries of Istros in different resources as part of the Müller-Jacoby
Table of Concordance of the Digital Fragmenta Historicorum Graecorum project
(see section 4.4.3). Future workwill conceive the edition of the fragments of Istros
the Callimachean not as the extraction of chunks of text (fragmenta), but as the
annotation of pieces of information concerning him and his works in the context
of surviving sources.56 The lack of digital versions of all the sources that preserve
testimonies and text reuses of Istros is still a limit for the accomplishment of
this task, but preliminary results are now available through theDigital Athenaeus
project (see chapter 5).

Figure 2.27 shows the lemma Ἴστρος and its inflected forms in the Named
Entities Concordance of the Deipnosophists.57 The concordance highlights the
name of Istros (red) (and the homonymous river) and other named entities (blue-
green) pertaining to him, such as other authors, ethnica, and work titles that are
cited in the immediate context. The extraction and annotation of Named Entities
pertaining to text reuses of lost authors is the beginning of a new philological
practice that will enable scholars to produce new digital and dynamic editions of
fragmentary authors and works within their context of transmission.

56 For the description of this model, see section 3.1 and Berti (2019c).
57 For a detailed description of this resource, see section 5.6.2.
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Figure 2.27. Digital Athenaeus: NEs concordance (Istros)

2.1.4 Digital Collections of Physical Fragmentary Texts

The expression fragmentary texts refers not only to quotations and text reuses,
but also to physical fragments that bear textual evidence, which includes many
examples of literary texts. As we have seen before, the TLG and the Jacoby On-
line collect also texts of ancient Greek authors preserved on material fragments.
Scholars interested in getting more information about this type of sources have
now at their disposal many digital projects and resources devoted to collecting
data about physical fragments (inscriptions, papyri, manuscripts, etc.). A com-
plete description of these resources is beyond the scope of this volume, but, in
order to be up to date with them, I refer to the Digital Classicist Wiki, which is
a hub for collecting guidelines, suggestions, and catalogs of digital projects con-
cerning the Graeco-Roman world.58 In this section, I limit my presentation to the
most important digital reference tools that can be used in a scholarly work about
ancient Greek fragmentary authors and works.

58 See https://wiki.digitalclassicist.org and also Babeu (2011). On papyrological resources,
see Reggiani (2017) and Reggiani (2018). On epigraphical resources, see now http://epigra
phy.info/ and De Santis/Rossi (2019).

https://wiki.digitalclassicist.org
http://epigraphy.info/
http://epigraphy.info/
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ThePHIGreek Inscriptions is an electronic database produced by the Packard
Humanities Institute.59 It offers a comprehensive collection of searchable Greek
inscriptions arranged by ancient regions and modern scholarly collections. The
reconstructed text of the inscriptions is reproduced according to the main corpora
and reference printed editions, but without the critical apparatus and the com-
mentaries. This resource allows users to find the text of inscriptions that have
been classified also as testimonia or fragmenta of fragmentary authors. Examples
are IG II/III2 2363, IG XII 5, 444, and IG XIV 1293. IG II/III2 2363 is a 2nd-1st cen-
tury BC inscription from Piraeus with a catalog of mostly Attic writers including
Hellanicus (col. 2, 4 = FGrHist (BNJ) 4 T 30).60 IG XII 5, 444 is a 3rd century BC
inscription with the text of theMarmor Parium, which is a historiographical frag-
mentary work attested only on stone (= Jacoby (1904) and FGrHist (BNJ) 239).61
IG XIV 1293 is a marble plaque (Tabula Albana) with inscriptions of uncertain
provenance and date that preserve an anonymous history of Heracles (FGrHist
(BNJ) 40 F 1).62 The complete texts of these inscriptions are available through
the PHI Greek Inscriptions website (fig. 2.28).63 The resource provides links to
other publications within the PHI database, but not to external resources. Each
inscription has a unique reference number, which is also embedded in a stable
URL.

Figure 2.28. PHI Greek Inscriptions: IG XIV 1293

Trismegistos (TM) is an interdisciplinary portal of papyrological and epigraph-
ical resources formerly focused on Egypt and the Nile valley (800 BC–800 CE)

59 See Iversen (2007) and, for a review of the online project, Gawlinski (2017). On other
projects of the Packard Humanities Institute for Classical sources, see p. 43.

60 Blum (1991) 186 and 191.
61 See section 4.5 (Digital Marmor Parium project).
62 Sadurska (1964) 83–85.
63 See https://inscriptions.packhum.org/text/4599, https://epigraphy.packhum.org/text/776

68, and https://inscriptions.packhum.org/text/141279.

https://inscriptions.packhum.org/text/4599
https://epigraphy.packhum.org/text/77668
https://epigraphy.packhum.org/text/77668
https://inscriptions.packhum.org/text/141279
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Figure 2.29. Trismegistos Authors: Hellanicus of Lesbos

and now expanding to the Ancient World in general.64 Trismegistos offers many
resources and gives the possibility to obtain metadata concerning also physical
fragments that have been attributed to fragmentary authors and works. An in-
teresting service is the Authors database for searching ancient author names and
work titles. The aim of the resource is to collect information about all authors who
wrote between 800 BC and 800 CE including also “authors attested only as frag-
ments in other works.” As for now, the resource is based on the Leuven Database
of Ancient Books (LDAB) and Trismegistos editors warn users about limits, errors,
and possible lack of data.

Going back to the examples mentioned in the previous pages, Trismegistos
has an entry about Hellanicus of Lesbos with a stable URI: https://www.trisme
gistos.org/author/358. The resource provides metadata (chronology, onomastics,
ethnic, genre, language and bibliography) and links to different types of external
resources such asWikipedia, themanuscript collection of Pinakes, the Perseus Cat-
alog, the TLGCanon, and Jacoby Online (fig. 2.29). As far as Hellanicus’ works are
concerned, Trismegistos collects three papyri differentiating them between direct
attestations and quotations (fig. 2.30): P.Oxy. VIII 1084 (Atlantis), P.Oxy. XXVI

64 For a detailed history and description of the project, see Reggiani (2017) 56–73, andDepauw
(2018). Trismegistos was an open resource that, starting from January 1, 2020, requires a
subscription to access all search interfaces and visualisations due to shortcuts in funding:
1) unlimited access through a subscribed institution (€ 990,91 excl. VAT per year), 2) insti-
tutional access for one concurrent user through a login (€ 299 per year excl. VAT), and 3)
personal single user access through a login (€ 199 per year incl. VAT).

https://www.trismegistos.org/author/358
https://www.trismegistos.org/author/358
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Figure 2.30. Trismegistos Authors: Hellanicus of Lesbos (works)

Figure 2.31. Trismegistos: P.Oxy. VIII 1084
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2442 + P.Oxy. LXXV 5039 (opus incertum), and PSI XIV 1390 (opus incertum).65
P.Oxy. VIII 1084 is a papyrus dated between the 1st and the 2nd century CE,
whose text has been attributed to the Atlantis of Hellanicus of Lesbos (FGrHist
(BNJ) 4 F 19b). Trismegistos offers a detailed description of the papyrus including
the attribution to Hellanicus (direct attestation), a reference to the FGrHist, and a
link to Papyri.info for other metadata and pictures (fig. 2.31).66 P.Oxy. XXVI 2442
is constituted by several fragments of papyrus dated to the 2nd and 3rd centuries
CE with fragments and scholia to Pindar that mention the name of Hellanicus
(fr. 29, 1–8 = Mette (1978) 7, fr. 133bis = BNJ 4 F 101a). P.Oxy. LXXV 5039 is
associated to the previous papyrus because it belongs to the same set of rolls, but
doesn’t contain the name of Hellanicus. Trismegistos has a page with metadata
about both papyri and includes the reference to Hellanicus specifying that this is
a reference to his name (quoted) and not one of his fragments (direct attestation),
but in the bibliography doesn’t refer to the BNJ.67 PSI XIV 1390 is constituted by
three fragments dated to the 2nd century CE and contains a scholion to Euphorion
that mentions the name of Hellanicus (FGrHist 4 F 197bis = BNJ 4 F 197a). Tris-
megistos has a page on the papyrus with metadata, a reference to the fact that
Hellanicus is quoted in the text but this is not one of his direct attestations, and
a link to the database of the Papiri della Società Italiana with further information
and pictures.68

The TM Authors database allows also to search work titles. An example
is the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia. In this case Trismegistos collects — as direct at-
testations under the heading Anonymus of the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia, Hellenica
Oxyrhynchia— the fragments from the collections of Oxyrhynchos, Florence, and

65 It is not clear why PSI XIV 1390 is repeated twice, but Trismegistos editors warn about
possible duplicates still present in the database. Trismegistos text types are related to the
Leuven Database of Ancient Books (LDAB) metadata. As of now, there are four text types
in Trismegistos: 1) Direct attestation (13,445 of the 15,101 attestations of authors in texts):
this means that the text preserves the work of author X; 2)Quoted (882 attestations): this
means that in the text a work of author X is quoted or referred to; 4) Commented upon
(352 attestations): this means that a work of author X is the subject of a commentary;
5) Epitomised (422 attestations): this means that a work of author X is summarised. In
the past there was also 3) Translated, but now there is a separate entry in works for each
translation. I’m very grateful to Mark Depauw for this information about the current state
of text types in Trismegistos.

66 See https://www.trismegistos.org/text/59974 and http://papyri.info/apis/princeton.apis.p2
1. Papyri.info aggregates material and metadata from the Advanced Papyrological Informa-
tion System (APIS), The Duke Databank of Documentary Papyri (DDbDP), the Heidelberger
Gesamtverzeichnis der griechischen Papyrusurkunden Ägyptens (HGV), the Bibliographie Pa-
pyrologique (BP), Trismegistos, and also The Arabic Papyrological Database (APD). On the
development of the project as part of Integrating Digital Papyrology and on its search and
editing functionalities, see Reggiani (2017) 222 ff.

67 https://www.trismegistos.org/text/62564
68 https://www.trismegistos.org/text/59773

https://www.trismegistos.org/text/59974
http://papyri.info/apis/princeton.apis.p21
http://papyri.info/apis/princeton.apis.p21
https://www.trismegistos.org/text/62564
https://www.trismegistos.org/text/59773
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Cairo.69 Given that Trismegistos collects data from other resources and the Au-
thors database is a work in progress, there are papyri associated with the name
of Hellanicus that are still missing or that are not yet imported in the author sec-
tion, and data from Jacoby Online seems not to have been completely ingested.70
In spite of that, Trismegistos is producing a fundamental resource for connecting
and aggregating databases and metadata about the ancient world through stable
identifiers and following recommendations and best practices of the Linked Open
Data (LOD) initiative.71 Considering the huge amount of data to be collected and
inserted into a complex database structure, the project is a model for establishing
a collaborative environment and an integrated network of scholars on the ancient
world.72 As far as fragmentary texts are concerned, this resource is very promis-
ing not only for publishing comprehensive digital data about physical fragments
of literary texts, but also for aggregating catalog data about fragmentary authors
and works (cf. sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2).

I.Sicily (Inscriptiones Siciliae) is a project directed by Jonathan Prag at the
University of Oxford for making freely available online the complete corpus of
inscriptions from ancient Sicily in all languages from the 7th century BC through
late antiquity.73 Inscriptions are encoded in XML according to the TEI Epi-
Doc schema and are stored in a database that can be filtered and searched in
many different ways.74 Each document has a unique identifier, as for example
ISic000298.75 Identifiers are cross-referenced with other collections like Tris-
megistos (TM), PHI Greek Inscriptions, and the Epigraphic Database Roma (EDR).

The goal of the project is to provide a new edition of every inscription with
images, a commentary, and an up to date bibliography maintained in a separate
public Zotero group library: https://www.zotero.org/groups/382445. An exam-
ple for our interests in ancient Greek fragmentary historiography is represented

69 https://www.trismegistos.org/authorwork/2177
70 An example is P.Oxy. X 1241 that is part of Trismegistos and bibliographical metadata

includes a reference to FGrHist 4 F 189, but the papyrus is not yet part of the Authors
database: https://www.trismegistos.org/text/63428. Another resource connected to
Trismegistos is the Digital Corpus of Literary Papyri (DCLP), which is building on tools and
data of the Integrating Digital Papyrology project and Papyri.info to establish a database of
literary papyri: http://www.litpap.info. Trismegistos numbers allow to obtain information
concerning literary papyrological resources about fragmentary historians. For example,
through TM 59974, it is possible to browse the DCLP and visualize the page on P.Oxy. VIII
1084, which is the papyrus with a fragment of the Atlantis of Hellanicus (see above in the
text): http://litpap.info/dclp/59974.

71 Depauw/Gheldof (2014); Gheldof (2016); Reggiani (2017) 56 ff.; Depauw (2018). On LOD
for data about the ancient world, see Elliott/Heath et al. (2014) and Cayless (2019).

72 Reggiani (2017) 56 ff.
73 Prag/Chartrand (2018).
74 Filters in the I.Sicily database include id, date, place, material, object, inscription type, exe-

cution type, language, museum, status, other identifiers (Trismegistos, EDR, and PHI).
75 http://sicily.classics.ox.ac.uk/inscription/ISic000298

https://www.zotero.org/groups/382445
https://www.trismegistos.org/authorwork/2177
https://www.trismegistos.org/text/63428
http://www.litpap.info
 http://litpap.info/dclp/59974
http://sicily.classics.ox.ac.uk/inscription/ISic000298
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by five painted fragments dated between the 3rd and the 2nd century BC from
Tauromenium, which preserve traces of entries possibly belonging to a library
catalogue. The text contains bio-bibliographic information about ancient authors
who wrote in Greek: the fragmentary historians Callisthenes of Olynthus (BNJ
124), Philistos of Syracuse (BNJ 556), andQuintus Fabius Pictor (BNJ 809), an au-
thor from Elea whose name is lost and the fragmentary philosopher Anaximan-
der.76 The edition of the fragments in I.Sicily is still incomplete without images, a
physical and epigraphic description, a critical apparatus and a commentary, but
already includes bibliographic records, the current geo-location, and the date of
the autopsy of the document.77 The Greek text is based on the edition provided
by PHI and is published in three versions: interpreted, diplomatic, and download-
able TEI EpiDoc XML. The text has a corresponding identifier in Trismegistos (TM
494031), whose entry includes bibliographic records but still misses further meta-
data about the fragments and their linguistic content.78

Figure 2.32. Bibliotheca Palatina digital: Codex Palatinus Graecus 398

The last resource is Pinakes (Textes et manuscrits grecs), which is a French database
for collecting catalog data about manuscripts of ancient Greek texts up to the end
of the 16th century (excluding papyri). When the project was launched in 2008,
the online collection counted 200,000 records concerning the manuscript tradi-

76 For recent and new readings of the fragments, see Battistoni (2006) and Matijašić (2018)
80–81.

77 http://sicily.classics.ox.ac.uk/inscription/ISic000613
78 https://www.trismegistos.org/text/494031

http://sicily.classics.ox.ac.uk/inscription/ISic000613
https://www.trismegistos.org/text/494031
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tion of 13,000 works from 40,000 manuscripts preserved in 1,300 libraries. The re-
source is a very good starting point for obtaining information about manuscripts
and about authors and works preserved by them.

An example is Codex Palatinus Graecus 398, which is a manuscript of the
9th century from Constaninople that is part of the Bibliotheca Palatina of Hei-
delberg. The manuscript collects texts of sixteen authors including Phlegon of
Tralles and Hesychius of Miletus, who are part of the Fragmenta Historicorum
Graecorum and Die Fragmente der griechischen Historiker.79 Pinakes has an en-
try about the manuscript with a detailed description and bibliography, and with
the list of authors and texts preserved by it which are part of a general Pinakes
catalog of ancient authors and works transmitted through manuscript tradition:
http://pinakes.irht.cnrs.fr/notices/cote/32479. Pinakes offers also a link to the
page of the Bibliotheca Palatina digital project with a complete description of the
manuscript, high resolution images of each page, and a stable identifier expressed
as a URN (urn:nbn:de:bsz:16–diglit–3033) (fig. 2.32).80

2.2 Textual Fragments as Hypertexts

Editions of fragmentary texts are collections of excerpts from many different
sources and are therefore representations of hypertexts.81 Figure 2.33 shows a
lost text of Istros the Callimachean quoted by Athenaeus of Naucratis that has
been extracted from the context of the Deipnosophists (on the right) and repro-
duced in a printed collection of fragments of Istros (on the left).82

As discussed in the previous sections, this is a characteristic of the print
culture that has been inherited by the first generation of digital libraries, which
have been digitizing both source texts and collections of textual fragments derived
from them (p. 55).

79 FHG III 602–624 = FGrHist (BNJ) 257; FHG IV 143–177 = FGrHist (BNJ) 390.
80 The permalink is http://digi.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/diglit/cpgraec398. The link includes

other links for visualizing the pages of the manuscript with the works of authors preserved
on it. An example is theMirabilia of Phlegon of Tralles: http://digi.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/di
glit/cpgraec398/0435. Bibliotheca Palatina digital includes also a Creative Commons licence
(BY–SA 3.0 DE), an XML METS file with metadata of the manuscript, and a IIIF Manifest
JSON id.

81 On the definition of hypertext in computing and literary studies, see Landow (2006). On
the impact of hypertext in Classical scholarship, see Crane (1987).

82 Berti (2009b) 99.

http://pinakes.irht.cnrs.fr/notices/cote/32479
http://digi.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/diglit/cpgraec398
http://digi.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/diglit/cpgraec398/0435
http://digi.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/diglit/cpgraec398/0435
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In this case, themodel of the printed edition generates a static hypertext that
in a digital enviroment can be converted into a hyperlink from the fragment to
the passage of the Deipnosophists in order to help readers contextualize the reuse
of the lost text of Istros.83

Figure 2.33. Excerpting fragments: Istros F 12 Berti = Deipn. 3.74e

Printed collections of fragmentary texts contain many other hypertextual ele-
ments, as visible in figure 2.34.84 The number of the fragment (F 1) corresponds
to numbers of fragments in other collections (F 1 FGrHist; 1–2 FHG), where the
same and other source passages have been excerpted, edited, commented and

83 On the relationship between context and text reuse, see section 2.3. Cf. also Landow
(2006) 55: “Hypertext, which is a fundamentally intertextual system, has the capacity to
emphasize intertextuality in a way that pagebound text in books cannot.”

84 Berti (2009b) 43.
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classified to reconstruct the lost text of Istros.85 These correspondences are static
hyperlinks to other editions that have to be consulted for analyzing different in-
terpretations of text reuses of the same lost text.

Figure 2.34. Istros F 1 Berti

In this example the Lexicon of Photius is the source text that quotes Istros the
Callimachean (Photius [Τ 591] s.v. Τιτανίδα γῆν). This is a pure hypertext be-
cause the entry of the lexicographer, that has been extracted and reproduced in
the collection of the fragments of Istros, points to the entire lexicon of Photius
and its different editions. In figure 2.34, after the Greek text of the fragment,
there is a section that collects loci paralleli, which are other sources that preserve
a similar text reuse or discuss the same topic, and references to other lost authors
who are mentioned by Photius in the same context where appears the quotation
of Istros.86 All these parallel sources and editions are hypertextual elements de-

85 FGrHist 334 F 1 and Istros F 1 Berti publish the entry of Photius’ Lexicon ([Τ 591] s.v.
Τιτανίδα γῆν) as the main source of the fragment of Istros (in Berti the entry is complete,
while Jacoby prints only the first part of it). Müller in FHG I 418, fr. 1 publishes the same
entry of the Suda (s.v. Τιτανίδα γῆν) as the source text of the lost fragment of Istros and
cites Photius’ entry (s.v. Τιτανίδα γῆν) in the commentary to the fragment. Müller also
publishes a passage of the Collectio paroemiarum of Apostolius (XVIII 77) as the source text
of fragment 2 of the Attika of Istros, while Jacoby and Berti cite Apostolius (XVI 69) as a
locus parallelus of fragment 1. The two different citations of Apostolius depend on the use
of different editions (Jacoby and Berti used the edition by Ernst Ludwig von Leutsch, while
Müller used the edition by Daniel Heinsius).

86 Suda [Τ 677] s.v. Τιτανίδα γῆν (cf. [Τ 686] s.v. Τιτηνίδα γῆν); Apostol. XVI 69 (s.v. Τιτανίδα
παροικεῖς); Philoch., FGrHist (BNJ) 328 F 74; Nicander, FGrHist (BNJ) 271–272 F 4. The
TLG is adding some of these hyperlinks in its collection. For example, in the TLG entry of
Photius (tlg4040) there is a link to the fragment of Philochorus as published in the FGrHist.
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rived from the analysis of the fragment of Istros. The last section of figure 2.34
is the apparatus criticus, that contains a critical summary of the historical tradi-
tion of the lexical entry of Photius and that generates another group of possible
hyperlinks to sources, manuscripts, and philological conjectures.87 Beyond these
elements that pertain to a single fragment, a printed edition of fragmentary texts
includes other hypertexts and potential hyperlinks in the commentaries, in the
footnotes, and in other sections at the end of the volume. Figure 2.35 is a screen-
shot from the project demo.fragmentarytexts.org that summarizes these elements
and describes them in separate web pages: 1) editing and commenting text reuse,
2) concordance tables, 3a) indexes of sources, 3b) indexes of names, and 4) bibli-
ography.88

Figure 2.35. Istros: print edition (static hypertext)

According to the definitions presented in chapter 1 and if I exclude physical frag-
ments of ancient texts, textual fragments can be described as quotations and
reuses of other texts that generate a complex multisequential and non-linear net-
work of hypertexts. Aswe have seen before, the first natural hypertext is between
the extracted fragment (e.g., Istros F 12 Berti) and its source text (Athen., Deipn.
3.6 = 74e). Other kinds of hypertexts are produced by parallel sources (loci paral-
leli). I have mentioned the example of Istros F 1 Berti and I can also analyze Istros
F 4 Berti.89 In this case the main source who quotes Istros the Callimachean is

87 For example: hyperlinks to the texts of the Etymologicum Magnum (s.v. Τιτανίδα γῆν)
and of the Lexicon of Hesychius ([Τ 974] s.v. Τιτανὶς γῆ), to different readings in different
manuscripts of the Suda, and to conjectures by Ulrich von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff and
Peter Paul Dobree.

88 See http://demo.fragmentarytexts.org/en/istros.html from which are also taken the
screenshots reproduced in the following pages. Examples are from Berti (2009b).

89 Berti (2009b) 59–64.

http://demo.fragmentarytexts.org/en/istros.html
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Harpocration in his Lexicon of the Ten Attic Orators (s.v. Παναθήναια).90 The text
of Harpocration includes references to still extant sources, who are Demosthenes
and Isocrates, and to three lost authors, who areHellanicus, Androtion, and Istros.
On the other hand, the tradition shows that the text of Harpocration was reused
by the author of the Suda ([Π 152] s.v. Παναθήναια) and probably also by Photius
in his Lexicon ([Π 376] s.v. Παναθήναια) (fig. 2.36).

Figure 2.36. Istros F 4 Berti: source alignment

Figure 2.37. Istros F 22 Berti a and b

90 “Panathenaia: Demosthenes in the Philippics (4.35). The Panathenaia held at Athens was
two-fold, one festival being held annually, and the other celebrated every five years, the
latter also called the Great Panathenaia. Isocrates in the Panathenaichus (12.17) says ‘a
short time before the Great Panathenaia.’ The first to conduct the festival was Erichthonius,
son of Hephaistos, according to the reports of Hellanicus (FHG I 54, fr. 65 = FGrHist (BNJ)
4 F 39 = FGrHist (BNJ) 323a F 2 = Ambaglio 1980 F 162) and Adrotion (FHG I 371, fr. 1
= FGrHist (BNJ) 324 F 2 = Harding 1994 F 2), both in the first book of the Atthis. Before
his time the festival was called the Athenaia, as Istros makes clear in the third book of his
Attika (FHG I 419, fr. 7 = FGrHist (BNJ) 334 F 4 = Berti 2009 F 4).” See pp. 11 and 52 ff. for
the Greek text of this entry, a commentary, and its treatment in the TLG.
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Another interesting example is Istros F 22 Berti.91 In this case we have two
different reuses of the same lost text of Istros preserved by two sources: the scho-
lion to Sophocles’ Oedipus at Colonus 1053 (Berti F 22a) and the scholion to Ly-
cophron’s Alexandra 1328 (Berti F 22b). Editors have classified the two sources
in different ways. I consider them as two parallel sources of the same fragment
of the Atakta of Istros, given that their texts are different but they both explicitly
mention Istros about the same topic (fig. 2.37).92 Jacoby prints only the text of
the scholion to Sophocles and adds the reference to the scholion to Lycophron in
parentheses as a parallel text (FGrHist 334 F 22). Müller publishes the two sources
as two different fragments of Istros’ Attika (FHG I 421, frr. 20–21).

Figure 2.38. Athen., Deipn. 5.189c = Thuc. 4.103.1

The last case I can mention is when an extant source text quotes or alludes to
another exant source text, as for example Athenaeus (Deipn. 5.189c) who quotes
Thucydides (4.103.1). This is a clear example of a hypertext that can generate
word alignments to see the differences between the two texts and how realiable
is Athenaeus in his reference (fig. 2.38).93

Fragmentary literature has the power to generate a huge amount of possi-
ble hypertexts beyond the examples presented in these pages. For our purposes, I
can classify them into twomain groups: 1) hypertexts produced by extant sources
that preserve quotations and reuses of other texts, and 2) hypertexts produced by
critical editions of fragmentary texts that point to other sources, editions, com-
mentaries and reference tools. Now that source editions from which fragments
are extracted are becoming available in a digital form, it is possible to create a new
model of editions that are truly hypertextual and that include not only excerpts
but also links to scholarly sources fromwhich those excerpts are drawn. Building
a digital corpus of fragmentary authors means addressing the problem of encod-
ing and representing both the text and the structure of a fragment.94 It is widely

91 Berti (2009b) 142–151.
92 See also BNJ 334 F 22ab.
93 See p. 10.
94 The following pages collect reflections published in Berti (2015b).
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accepted that a digital representation of the internal and external characteristics
of a text consists not simply of a mere reproductive and mechanical process, but
of an interpretative act.95 Accordingly, encoding fragments is first of all the result
of interpreting them, developing a language appropriate for representing every
element of their textual features, thus creating meta-information through an ac-
curate and elaborate semantic markup. Editing fragments, therefore, signifies
producing meta-editions that are different from printed ones because they con-
sist not only of isolated quotations but also of pointers to the original contexts
from which the fragments have been extracted. While editors should be able to
define the precise chunks of text that they feel relevant and annotate these texts
in various ways (e.g., distinguishing what they consider to be paraphrase from
direct quotation), such fragments should also be dynamically linked to their orig-
inal contexts and to up-to-date contextualizing information.

On a broader level, the goal of a digital edition of fragments is to represent
multiple transtextual relationships as they are defined in literary criticism, which
include intertextuality (the presence of a text inside another text, such as quota-
tions, allusions, and plagiarism), paratextuality (i.e., all those elements which are
not part of the text, like titles, subtitles, prefaces, notes, etc.),metatextuality (criti-
cal relations among texts, such as commentaries and critical texts), architextuality
(the entire set of categories from which emerges each text), and hypertextuality
(i.e., the derivation of a text from a preexisting hypotext through a process of
transformation or imitation).96 Designing a digital edition of fragmentary texts
also means finding digital paradigms and solutions to express information about
printed critical editions and their editorial and conventional features. Working on
a digital edition means converting traditional tools and resources used by schol-
ars such as canonical references, tables of concordances, and indices into machine
actionable contents (cf. chapters 4 and 5).

In order to show some of the complex transtextual relations produced by
quotations and text reuses, I consider an example constituted by a series of frag-
mentary references embedded in a long section of the Life of Theseus by Plutarch,
which pertains to the unification of Attica and the beginning of democracy, the
annexation of the territory of Megara to Attica, the institution of the Isthmian
games, and the war against the Amazons.97

95 Fiormonte (2003) 163–172; Apollon/Bélisle et al. (2014); Pierazzo (2015).
96 Genette (1982), part. 7–17; Landow (2006). On these categories applied to the domain of

fragmentary literature, see Berti (2012) and Berti (2013a) with bibliography.
97 Plut.,Thes. 24–28. Citation references are based on the edition of Perrin (1914) 50–66. For

a visualization of these chapters with alignments of the Greek and the English texts and
with annotations of text reuses, see http://demo.fragmentarytexts.org/en/plutarch.html.

http://demo.fragmentarytexts.org/en/plutarch.html
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In these chapters Plutarch mentions many different sources: 1) three or-
acles;98 2) the text of an inscription;99 3) surviving authors, such as Aristotle,
Homer, Plutarch himself, and Pindar;100 4) a series of fragmentary historians, such
as Hellanicus, Andron of Halicarnassus, Philochorus, Pherecydes, Herodorus,
Bion, Menecrates, Clidemus, and the author of the Theseid.101 Beside these
sources, Plutarch adds also generic references to other unnamed authors as wit-
nesses of his account.102

Figure 2.39. Bion, FHG II 19, fr. 1

The text of Plutarch has been split by Karl Müller and Felix Jacoby into extracts
scattered and repeated in the sections of their collections of Greek historical frag-
ments corresponding to the authors mentioned by the biographer.103 Accord-

98 Two oracles from Delphi (Thes. 24.5 = Parke-Wormell II 154;Thes. 26.4 = Parke-Wormell II
411); one oracle of the Sibyl (Thes. 24.5 = Hendess 23).

99 The pillar on the Isthmus (Thes. 25.3). At 27.2 and 27.4, without quoting the text, Plutarch
mentions also the graves of those who fell in battle and the pillar by the sanctuary of
Olympian Earth.

100 Aristotle (Thes. 25.2 = Ath. Pol. 41.2; FHG II 105, fr. 2 = F 384 Rose3); Homer (Thes. 25.2 =
Ilias 2.547); Plutarch himself (Thes. 27.6 = Dem. 19.2); Pindar (Thes. 28.2 = F 176 Sn.-Mae).

101 Hellanicus (Thes. 25.5 = FHG I 55, fr. 76 = FGrHist (BNJ) 4 F 165 = FGrHist (BNJ) 323a F 15;
Thes. 26.1 = FHG I 55, fr. 76 = FGrHist (BNJ) 4 F 166 = FGrHist (BNJ) 323a F 16a;Thes. 27.2
= FGrHist (BNJ) 4 F 167a = FGrHist (BNJ) 323a F 17a); Andron (Thes. 25.5 = FHG II 351, fr.
13 = FGrHist (BNJ) 10 F 6); Philochorus (Thes. 26.1 = FHG I 392, fr. 49 = FGrHist (BNJ) 328
F 110); Pherecydes (Thes. 26.1 = FGrHist (BNJ) 3 F 151); Herodorus (Thes. 26.1 = FHG II 32,
fr. 16 = FGrHist (BNJ) 31 F 25a); Bion (Thes. 26.2 = FHG II 19, fr. 1 = FGrHist (BNJ) 14 F 2 =
FGrHist (BNJ) 332 F 2); Menecrates (Thes. 26.2 = FHG II 345, fr. 8 = FGrHist (BNJ) 701 F 1);
Clidemus (Thes. 27.3 = FHG I 360, fr. 6 = FGrHist (BNJ) 323 F 18); the author of theTheseid
(Thes. 28.1 = EGF 217 Kinkel).

102 Thes. 25.1 (φασί); 25.3 (φασί); 25.4 (ἔνιοι δέ φασιν); 26.1 (καί τινες ἄλλοι λέγουσι […] οἱ δὲ
πλείους […] οὐδεὶς γὰρ ἄλλος ἱστόρηται); 27.2 (μαρτυρεῖται καὶ τοῖς ὀνόμασι τῶν τόπων
καὶ ταῖς θήκαις τῶν πεσόντων); 27.4 (ἔνιοι δέ φασι); 27.5 (μαρτύριόν ἐστιν); 27.6 (λέγεται
δέ καί […] φαίνονται δέ); 28.2 (παρὰ τῶν ἱστορικῶν τοῖς τραγικοῖς). On “unnamed and
named quotations” in ancient sources, see Berti (2012) 456–458, and Berti (2013a) 275–276.

103 See n. 101.
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Figure 2.40. Bion, FGrHist 14 F 2 = 332 F 2

ingly, the result of the printed representation of these fragments is that the same
text of the Life of Theseus is not only broken off in many excerpts, but also re-
peated as many times as are the authors quoted in it.104 Moreover, given that
it is not possible to clearly identify the boundaries of the quotations preserved
by Plutarch, editors have adopted different criteria for extracting them, and the
same fragment may have different lengths and divisions from one edition to an-
other.105 Digital technologies allow scholars to go beyond these limits because
standards, protocols, and tools now available permit to generate a model that can
express the hypertextual and hermeneutical nature of fragmentary texts, provid-
ing an interconnected corpus of primary and secondary sources of fragments that
also includes critical apparatuses, commentaries, translations, and modern bibli-
ography on ancient texts. The first requirement for building a digital collection
of fragmentary texts is to make the semantic contents of printed critical editions
machine readable, defining a general architecture for representing at least the
following main hypertextual elements that pertain to the domain of historical
fragmentary texts.106

1) Quotation as machine actionable link. The passage of the Life of Theseus
should be linked to the whole context of still extant sources and to editions of lost

104 On this problem for digital libraries, see p. 57.
105 Fig. 2.39 shows in blue the portion of text extracted by Müller and printed in the FHG. Fig.

2.40 shows in red a different portion of text for the same fragment extracted by Jacoby and
printed in the FGrHist. Different cut, copy, and pastemethods used for the same fragment in
different editions are noticeable in the case of Philochorus (FHG I 392, fr. 49 = FGrHist 328 F
110) and Clidemus (FHG I 360, fr. 6 = FGrHist 323 F 18). There is also an example where the
same fragment of Hellanicus has two different lengths within the same collection: FGrHist
4 F 167a and FGrHist 323a F 17a. Finally Hellanicus, FHG I 55, fr. 76 partially corresponds
to four different fragments in Jacoby (FGrHist 4 F 165 = FGrHist 323a F 15 and FGrHist 4 F
166 = FGrHist 323a F 16a). For a digital and dynamic visualization of these differences, see
http://demo.fragmentarytexts.org/en/plutarch.html.

106 Berti/Romanello et al. (2009); Romanello/Boschetti et al. (2009); Romanello (2011).

http://demo.fragmentarytexts.org/en/plutarch.html
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authors cited by Plutarch.107 On the other hand, editions of fragments should be
linked to the whole text of the Life ofTheseus. This is the first function for a proper
representation of fragmentary texts to see each fragment directly within its con-
text of transmission and avoid the misleading idea of an independent material
existence of fragmentary texts, which derives from typographical representation
of excerpts that are actually the result of modern reconstructions of lost works.108

2) Start and end of a fragment. The next step is to provide a mechanism
for marking the beginning and the end of a fragment in its context according to
the choices of different editors. The result is that a scholar, while reading the
excerpt inside its source of transmission, is able to visualize simultaneously how
different editors have extracted different portions of text from the same context
in order to generate a fragment. As we will see in chapter 3, the ultimate goal
of a new born-digital edition of fragmentary texts is to go beyond the problem
of defining borders of text reuses and to produce what we could call borderless
fragments. This expression means that the result is not a chunk of text extracted
from the context, but a collection of annotations that mark up different elements
pertaining to a text reuse within its context of transmission.109 This function has
another important advantage in a digital library because it eliminates the problem
of the repetition of the same text inside a collection, as it happens for example in
the TLG (see pp. 57 ff.)

3) Numbering and ordering fragmentary authors and fragments. Numbering
and ordering fragmentary authors and their fragments may vary in a significant
way from one edition to another. These differences depend on the choices of the
editor, who can decide to date and classify authors and order fragments according
to different internal and external characteristics of the fragments themselves and
of their sources.110 Differences may also be the result of different fragmentations
of the same text or of the need to add new authors and texts to a collection of
fragments. My model provides the possibility of encoding this kind of informa-
tion, which is usually registered in the table of concordances of a printed edition.
Aligning multiple references to the same textual object can help readers visualize
different numberings and orderings of fragments in different editions, and the
model also permits to include new data if new editions are added.111

107 E.g., Homer and Aristotle, and Hellanicus and Philochorus in the FHG and the FGrHist.
108 On the role of the context, see section 2.3.
109 I have coined the expression borderless fragment from the concept of “borderless electronic

text” described by Landow (2006) 110–118.
110 In the FHG, Greek fragmentary historians are arranged chronologically, while in the

FGrHist they have a sequential number and are organized by genres. Fragments are
grouped by works inside both collections: see section 1.4.

111 See section 3.2 on the use of the CITE Architecture for this purpose. See also section 4.4.3
for the digital table of concordance between the FHG and the FGrHist.
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4) Representing information about fragmentary authors and works. The
sources that transmit fragments may include many elements that reveal the pres-
ence of the textual reuse, such as the name of a fragmentary author, the title or
the description of a fragmentary work, and other references to a fragmentary
work passage as for example the book number. Attributing a fragment to an au-
thor and a work can be a difficult task, because there are homonymous authors
and also because managing titles of ancient works can be quite challenging.112
Witnesses do not always cite work titles, and in ancient times titles were not
fixed and definitive as nowadays because they could be referred to with variants
and in the form of a description of the work content. The result is that differ-
ent editors may attribute the same fragment to different authors and works.113
The goal is to develop a comprehensive catalog with unique identifiers for every
fragmentary author and work that will include multiple expressions of the same
author and work and where each entry will have associated metadata, providing
scholars with a sort of canon that simultaneously includes all available informa-
tion on fragmentary authors and works, with pointers to primary and secondary
sources (cf. section 5.6). This function can help enhance one of the “theoretical
questions” suggested by Glenn Most when collecting fragments, which is the re-
lationship between fragmentary authors and the “shifting boundaries of canon
formation over time.”114

5) Classifying fragments. Fragmentary authors and works are classifiable
according to multiple criteria that range from internal to external factors. The
first classification is based on literary genres and subgenres that have led schol-
ars of printed editions to generate very complex categories for arranging authors
and texts within their collections (cf. sections 1.2 and 1.4). Another traditional
way of classifying fragments is distinguishing them between testimonia (i.e., frag-
ments providing biographical and bibliograpical information about fragmentary
authors) and fragmenta (i.e., actual text reuses of lost works). The printed rep-
resentation of these categories has many limitations because it is impossible to
draw a demarcation line among many different genres of fragmentary authors
and works that can be inserted in different overlapping categories. The result
again is that the same fragment is often repeated in many different sections cor-
responding to different categories.115 Adigital collection inwhich every fragment

112 See the example of Crates of Athens and Crates ofMallus, who are both considered possible
authors of a work on Attic glosses attributed by ancient sources to a not further specified
Crates: Broggiato (2000). On titles in Greek literature see Castelli (2020).

113 See Harding (2008) 1 on the different ways in which ancient authors refer to the works of
the Atthidographers. See Berti (2009b) 6–8 on the different forms of the title of the work
on Athens of Istros the Callimachean.

114 Most (1997) vi. On the Alexandrian canon and the “canons” of ancient Greek historiogra-
phy, see Nicolai (2013) and Matijašić (2018).

115 Cf. Berti (2013a) 271–272.
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is preserved in its original context and represented with multiple pieces of meta-
data can express the complexity of modern classifications, while not scattering
and repeating the same excerpt many different times. In this way, it is possi-
ble to avoid the strictness of printed categories, allowing scholars to compare
a fragment with many other excerpts and visualizing its belonging to different
categories in a more dynamic and simultaneous way.

2.3 Cover-Text: From Fragments to Text Reuses

When 16th century humanists began to collect fragments of textual sources, the
main interest was in revealing and publishing the best traces of the most impor-
tant authors of Classical antiquity. Later scholarship established philological and
rigorous methods to find every possible evidence about lost authors, focusing
the attention on the concept of textual fragment and therefore producing big col-
lections of fragmentary authors and works, upon which we still depend for our
knowledge of otherwise unknown literary figures of ancient times.116

Recent scholarship developed during the 20th and the 21st century has been
moving the attention from the fragment to the context that preserves it. In an
important paper concerning fragmentary historiography, Guido Schepens has
coined the term cover-text to explain and define the complexity of extracting
“fragments” from their source of transmission: “[…] the methodological key-
problem the student of (historical) fragments has to face is invariably a problem
of context: either there is no context for giving (some) meaning to a detached
quotation, or only a drastically reduced context […], or there is another context:
the one of the work written by a later author in which the ‘fragment’ (how inap-
propriate is the term!) supposedly survives in some form. The latter is the way
the great majority of fragments of historical works have survived, a fact which
entails important consequences as to method. Of course, the context of the later
work must not always entail a distortion of the original meaning of a fragment,
but it often does. The student of historical fragments should be aware of the fact
that his basic working material — the texts quoted with the author’s name —
consists for the greater part of references that are made with a special purpose,
mostly in a critical or polemical spirit. We know that ancient historians, when
they wanted to take advantage of what their predecessors had written, usually
preferred an anonymous reference to one by name. As a rule they only cited
their precursor’s name when they disagreed or wanted to show off their better
knowledge. This tendency carries two important methodological implications.

116 See section 1.2.
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First, the reference by name always needs to be examined critically before we can
think of using it as evidence for reconstructing the contents of lost works. […]
In view of the paramount importance of the analysis of the (con)text of the later
works in which the ‘fragments’ survive, one could perhaps think of calling these
works cover-texts. Apart from being a convenient short-hand, the notion ‘cover-
text’ conveys — I believe, better than the phrases commonly used (‘sources of
fragments’ or expressions like the ‘citing’ or ‘quoting’ later authors) — the conse-
quential and multiple functions these texts perform in the process of transmitting
a fragment. […] the word ‘cover’ has the triple meaning of: to conceal, protect
or enclose something. These are all activities which the later authors perform
(or can perform) when transmitting a precursor text: they, first of all, preserve (=
protect from being lost) texts drawn from works that are no longer extant; very
often, too, they more or less conceal the precursor text (for characteristics such
as the original wording and style of the precursor text are no longer discernible;
often also fragments seem to ‘hide’ in the cover-text, so that one can only guess
where a paraphrase begins or where a quotation ends); and, last but not least, the
cover-text encloses the precursor text: it is inserted or enveloped in a new con-
text, which may impose interpretations that differ considerably from the original
writer’s understanding of his text. […] Much work on Greek historiography still
fails sufficiently to take into account the full implications of the fact that in many
cases we are dependent on cover-texts. […] Second, any study of fragments
needs, if possible, to be supplemented, though under stricly limited conditions,
by an examination of the indirect tradition: such an investigation must always
take the named fragments as its starting-point, lest it end up in the speculative,
circular arguments of unwarrantedQuellenforschung.”117

Guido Schepens points at two fundamental components of modern philolog-
ical methods for dealing with fragmentary texts: 1) the role of the context that
transmits information about lost texts by citing and quoting them in many differ-
ent ways, and 2) the necessity of a careful examination of the indirect tradition of
lost texts, which means a comparison between the context of the fragment and
other sources. Schepens doesn’t use the expressions text reuse and textual align-
ment, which are now key terms of many projects in the digital and computational
humanities for exploring and developing techniques of text reuse detection and
intertextual services. The goal of these services is to semi-automatically iden-
tify and represent relations and reuses of texts that include phenomena such as
quotations, allusions, paraphrases and plagiarism.

In the three following sections, I introduce new projects that have been ap-
plying text mining techniques to historical sources for text reuse detection and
intertextual alignment. The application of these techniques to historical texts is

117 Schepens (1997) 166–167. Cf. also Grafton (1997) 143 and Gorman/Gorman (2014) ch. 3.
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still at the beginning and definitely needs more data and further developments.
Nevertheless, it is very interesting to see how recommendations expressed by
traditional philologists like Guido Schepens and experiments performed by digi-
tal philologists are converging into the idea of focusing the attention on primary
sources and of carefully exploring them as precious contexts of transmission of
further information about the ancient world.

2.3.1 Text Reuse Detection

In the last ten years many experiments have been carried out for applying text
reuse detection techniques to many different kinds of textual and electronic re-
sources.118 Experiments and projects are also currently in progress for applying
these techniques to historical documents.119 In this case, the detection is per-
formed for text reuses of still surviving sources where it is possible to compare
the reuse with the original text from which the reuse itself derives. As we have
seen in section 1.3, most of what was written in Classical antiquity has been lost
and now we rely on reuses of a lost textual heritage. The development of tech-
nologies for detecting reuses of lost texts has still to come and, as we will see in
the next chapters, it still requires the creation of more digital resources and the
preparation of training data.120

The Proteus Project. This is a project developed at the Center for Intelli-
gent Information Retrieval at the University of Massachusetts Amherst for build-
ing and evaluating research infrastructure for scanned books.121 The goal of the

118 Barrón-Cedeño/Basile et al. (2010); Sánchez-Vega/Villaseñor-Pineda et al. (2010); Trillini/
Quassdorf (2010); Smith/Manmatha et al. (2011); Alzahrani/Salim et al. (2012); Smith/
Cordell et al. (2013); Ganascia/Glaudes et al. (2014); Smith/Cordell et al. (2014); Colaviz-
za/Infelise et al. (2015). On text reuse detection from the web, see Potthast/Hagen et al.
(2013) and Hagen/Potthast et al. (2017). Martin Potthast has been also implementing Pi-
capica, which is a text reuse search engine for comparing a text toWikipedia in ten modern
languages (English, German, Spanish, French, Italian, Dutch, Swedish, Portuguese, Catalan
and Basque): http://www.picapica.org.

119 Lee (2007); Bamman/Crane (2008b); Bamman/Crane (2009); Büchler/Geßner/Eckart et al.
(2010); Büchler/Geßner/Heyer et al. (2010); Büchler/Crane et al. (2012); Büchler/Crane et al.
(2013); Büchler (2013); Büchler/Geßner et al. (2013); Büchler/Burns et al. (2014); Gorman/
Gorman (2016); Pöckelmann/Dähne et al. (2020). Text reuse detection is also now part
of KITAB (Knowledge, Information Technology, and the Arabic Book), which is a project
for studying the formation and development of the written Arabic tradition with digital
methods: http://kitab-project.org.

120 I’m very grateful to the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) for
supporting the Historical Text Reuse Data Workshop that I organized at the University of
Leipzig on July 12–13, 2017 and that offered many fruitful discussions on text reuse of
historical sources.

121 http://books.cs.umass.edu/mellon

http://www.picapica.org
http://kitab-project.org
http://books.cs.umass.edu/mellon
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project (Proteus Books) is to work with unstructured scanned book collections, as
for example the Internet Archive, and help scholars in the humanities navigate
and use them in an easier way. The project has five components: 1) language
identification, 2) duplicate detection, 3) duplicate alignment, 4) entity extraction,
and 5) quotation detection. The project has identified the language of 3,628,227
OCRed books from metadata of the Internet Archive, individuating also language
identification differences and errors.122 Proteus has then acquired the canonical
text of 803 English works and of 401 Latin works from the Perseus Digital Li-
brary, in order to compare them with English and Latin OCRed books from the
Internet Archive and find full and partial duplicates of the canonical works. After
performing duplicate detection, the OCRed text of duplicates have been aligned
with the text of canonical works to identify corresponding portions of the works.
Proteus has also performed Named Entity Recognition on 1,072,356 books from
the Internet Archive to identify people, places, organizations and things, and vi-
sualize them in a JSON format. In addition to NER, the project has been working
on finding matching quotations to see all occurrences of quotations of canonical
works in OCRed books from the Internet Archive, including commentaries and not
only copies of canonical works. An example is the Germania by Tacitus, which
is identified as urn:cts:latinLit:phi1351.phi002 in the Perseus Catalog. Proteus
allows scholars to read sections of the work and visualize portions of text that
have been identified as quotations in OCRed volumes from the Internet Archive.
The system provides an alignment between the canonical text of works and the
OCRed output with links to page images of the relevant OCRed book (fig. 2.41).123

Figure 2.41. The Proteus Project : quotations of Tacitus’ Germania in OCRed books

122 Proteus uses ten languages: English, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Latin, Portuguese,
Dutch, Danish and Swedish.

123 http://books.cs.umass.edu/mellon/quotes/hb/urn:cts:latinLit:phi1351.phi002

http://books.cs.umass.edu/mellon/quotes/hb/urn:cts:latinLit:phi1351.phi002
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eTRAP (Electronic Text Reuse Acquisition Project). This is a text reuse project
also with a focus on historical languages.124 The project has been developing the
TRACER machine, which is a command line engine for text reuse detection writ-
ten in Java. The goal is to semi-automatically detect text reuse between two or
multiple texts in the same language. The project provides guidelines for prepar-
ing corpora that can be analyzed with TRACER and the machine is continuously
improved thanks to the feedback gathered by tutorials and workshops organized
by eTRAP at international conferences and events.125 The project has been de-
veloping two related research works: the Digital Breadcrumbs of Brothers Grimm
and the Tracing Authorship In Noise (TrAIN) for detecting traces of the Brothers
Grimm’s tales and authorship attribution.

TRAVIz (Text Reuse Alignment Vizualization). eTRAP makes also use of
TRAVIz, which is a JavaScript library that “generates visualizations for Text Vari-
ant Graphs that show the variations between different editions of texts.”126 As
stated on the website of the project, TRAViz supports the collation task by provid-
ing methods to align various editions of a text, visualize the alignment, improve
the readability for Text Variant Graphs compared to other approaches, and inter-
act with the graph to discover how individual editions disseminate. The project
provides examples with different English and German translations of the Bible.

Text reuse detection experiments have been also carried out as part of the
project eAQUA (Extraktion von strukturiertem Wissen aus AntikenQuellen für die
Altertumswissenschaft), which was developed at the University of Leipzig for the
application of text mining methods and techniques to ancient Greek and Latin
sources.127 The first phase of the project (2008–2011) included 8 sub-projects:
1) Projekt Atthidographen, 2) Projekt Platon, 3) Projekt Metrik, 4) Projekt Camena,
5) Projekt Inschriften, 6) Projekt Papyri, 7) Projekt Fehlererkennung, and 8) Pro-
jekt Mental Maps.128 The second phase of the project (2011–2013) further applied
text mining techniques to specific research questions arising from sources related
to the Atthidographers (co-occurrences) and Plato (quotations and text reuses).
eAQUA has an online portal where it is possible to read information about the
project and access demo versions of the tools Kookkurrenz-Analyse and Zitatio-
nen. Both tools analyze data from different corpora that are free or protected by
copyright. Co-occurrences are searchable in the free corpora of the Codex Sinaiti-
cus, the Deutsches Textarchiv (DTA), Epiduke (Duke Databank of Documentary
Papyri), Herodot, PHI Latin Texts (PHI 5) and the Perseus Digital Library (Greek,

124 https://www.etrap.eu
125 Büchler (2013); Büchler/Burns et al. (2014).
126 See http://www.traviz.vizcovery.org, Jänicke/Geßner et al. (2014), and Yousef/Janicke

(2021).
127 http://www.eaqua.net
128 Schubert/Heyer (2010); Schubert (2011).

https://www.etrap.eu
http://www.traviz.vizcovery.org
http://www.eaqua.net
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Latin, and Renaissance Shakespeare).129 Limited to accounts belonging to the
project is the access to the Bibliotheca Teubneriana Latina (BTL), the Patrologia
Latina (PL/ML) and the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (TLG CD-ROM E). The tool
Zitationen offers access to the free corpora of the PHI Latin Texts (PHI 5) and the
Perseus Digital Library (Greek and Latin), and through a limited account to the
corpus of theThesaurus Linguae Graecae (TLG CD-ROM E).

Figure 2.42. eAQUA: graph of Ἀτθίδος

As far as lost authors are concerned, eAQUA has published experimental results
on the Atthidographers, which is an expression alluding to a literary genre that
includes a group of ancient Greek local historians who wrote about Athens and
Attica but whose works are now lost.130

An example is the use of the term Ἀτθίδος, which is the genitive of the
adjective Ἀτθίς used as a title of histories of Attica written by the Atthidogra-
phers: ἡ Ἀτθίς (συγγραφή) (Atthis and plural Atthides).131 eAQUA has analyzed
co-occurences of Ἀτθίδος in the TLG (CD-ROM E) and has produced visualiza-
tions through graphs, revealing in this way interesting connections about the
use of this work title in ancient Greek literature.132 The online tool Kookkurrenz-
Analyse allows to search and visualize lists of co-occurrences of ancient Greek
words, including Ἀτθίδος on which are based the results presented by Schubert

129 On the use of Epiduke through eAQUA, see Reggiani (2017) 186–187.
130 Jacoby (1949); Berti (2009b) (Introduzione); Bearzot/Landucci (2010); Schubert (2010a).
131 Jacoby (1949) 80; Harding (1994) 1; Berti (2009b) 7–8.
132 See fig. 2.42; Bünte (2010); Schubert (2011) 38–44.
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Figure 2.43. eAQUA: co-occurrences of Ἀτθίδος

Figure 2.44. eAQUA: witnesses of Demon
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(2011).133 Other experiments in eAQUA have been performed using the Citation-
Graph to visualize sources preserving quotations and text reuses of the lost works
of the Atthidographers.134

Figure 2.44 shows an example of visualization of the sources that preserve
text reuses of the lost work of the Atthidographer Demon. Charlotte Schubert has
also experimented with text reuses of Clidemus. The CitationGraph doesn’t re-
veal new fragments of the lost Atthidographer, but allows to visualize the reuses
of his lost works with a perspective not dependent on the editorial selections
and arrangements of scholars who have published editions of Clidemus’ frag-
ments.135 These tools still need further developments and the ingestion of other
digital sources to produce more results and try to obtain previosuly unexplored
relations among texts.136 In any case, they already offer a first set of experimen-
tal functions and visualization possibilities that allow scholars to go beyond the
limits of traditional printed editions where the selection and the presentation of
source texts of fragmentary authors strongly depend on the decisions of the edi-
tor.137

Trismegistos (reuse of texts). A special and in someway related case of “reuse
of texts” is presented by the project Trismegistos.138 This case concerns physical
documents and the reuse of papyri, stones and othermaterials as writing surfaces,
which was a very common practice in antiquity. Text reuse is not the focus of
Trismegistos, but its team has been starting to devote a section of the project with
different categories for specifying if there is a relation among texts written on the
same physical objects.139 Even if strictly related to the material reuse of writing
objects, this tool has the possibility to expand and reveal relations among ancient

133 See fig. 2.43; Schubert (2018).
134 Bünte (2010); Schubert (2010b).
135 Schubert (2010b) 51–54.
136 For example, the project still includes the texts of the CD-ROM version E of the TLG,

which is now superseded by the online version that constantly adds new sources to the
TLG corpus.

137 Cf. Schubert (2010b) 54. eAQUA and itsCitationGraphwere also used for a new research on
the lost author Ephippus of Olynthus and Nicobule: Pfeil (2013). Other results in eAQUA
have been published for detecting quotations in still extant sources, like Plutarch and Plato:
Schubert (2010b); Schubert/Klank (2012); Schubert (2017); Geßner (2010). As far as the
reception of Plato in antiquity is concerned, further research is now developed as part
of the project Digital Plato at the University of Leipzig: Pöckelmann/Ritter et al. (2017);
Schubert (2019); Pöckelmann/Dähne et al. (2020).

138 See https://www.trismegistos.org/tm/search_reuse.php. On Trismegistos see p. 69.
139 There are many different cases where texts could be written on an object because related

or not related to the text already written on it. Trismegistos provides an experimental
search engine for exploring “sets of texts connected with reuse.” Interesting examples are
documents that were joined in a second stage for their users’ convenience and because of
their complementary contents. In this cases Trismegistos provides specific categories for
these types of connection.

https://www.trismegistos.org/tm/search_reuse.php
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texts generating further search criteria and types of reuse with the addition of
new records and the collaboration with other projects.

2.3.2 Intertextual Analysis

Strictly connected to text reuse is the concept of intertextuality, which aims at
exploring the intricate structure of meaningful relationships between texts. As
for Classical sources, the theory of intertextuality was originally developed in
the field of Latin literature, but is now expading to cover other genres as for ex-
ample Greek historiography.140 Digital philologists have been recently explored
methodologies for digitally representing intertextuality and for training and test-
ing the machine to automatically detect intertextual matches between historical
texts.141 Taking into consideration the complexity of historical sources and the
lack of complete and fully comprehensive digital corpora, a lot of work has still
to be done in order to prepare data and get proper results from it. Nevertheless,
the tools that I present in this section are already generating interesting results
that could be expanded with more data and a bigger involvement of the scholarly
community.

Tesserae. Tesserae is a collaborative project of the Departments of Classics
and Linguistics of the University at Buffalo, the Department of Computer Science
and Engineering of the University of Notre Dame, and the Département des Sci-
ences de l’Antiquité of the University of Geneva.142 The project offers a free and
open web interface for exploring intertextual parallels and detecting allusions in
Latin poetry by generating lists of lines that share two or more words within
a single line or phrase regardless of inflectional changes.143 Tesserae makes use
of corpora from different databases, such as The Latin Library, the Perseus Digi-

140 Berti (2012) 442–446 with bibliography; Coffee/Koenig et al. (2012) 383–384; Coffee (2018).
On the application of intertextual concepts to Classical historiography, see the papers on
Allusion and Intertextuality in Classical Historiography presented at the APA Annual Meet-
ing in San Antonio (Jan. 8, 2011), and on Historiography, Poetry, and the Intertext and
Intertextual Relationships Between Poetry, Prose and Historiography presented at the APA
Annual Meeting in Seattle (Jan. 4, 2013) and at the CAAnnual Conference in Reading (Apr.
6, 2013). These papers are available online on the website of Histos. The On-line Journal of
Ancient Historiography. On intratextuality, which is the interaction between parts of the
same text or body of texts within a single author, see Harrison/Frangoulidis et al. (2018).

141 On how hypertext is “a fundamentally intertextual system,” see Landow (2006) 55.
142 See http://tesserae.caset.buffalo.edu that offers the new version (5) of the project. Version

3 is currently updated to continue its functionality. Examples in this book are taken from
version 3.

143 See Coffee/Koenig et al. (2013) for an evaluation of Tesserae search methods by comparing
book 1 of Lucan’s Civil War with Vergil’s Aeneid. See also Forstall/Coffee et al. (2015),
Coffee (2018), and Coffee (2019).

http://tesserae.caset.buffalo.edu
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tal Library, DigilibLT (Digital library of late-antique Latin texts), the Open Greek
and Latin project, Musisque Deoque, and the Corpus Scriptorum Latinorum.144 As
of 2021, the project allows to begin testing with Greek and English texts, and
offers other experimental tools: Latin Multi-Text Search (cross-references dis-
covered parallels against the rest of the Latin corpus), Greek Multi-Text Search
(cross-references discovered parallels against the rest of the Greek corpus), LSA
Search Tool (search for thematic similarities evenwhere phrases have nowords in
common), Tri-gram visualizer (customizable, color-coded visualization of 3-gram
concentrations), Full-text display (displays the full text of the poems with refer-
ences highlighted in red), and Lucan-Vergil benchmark test (perform a search of
Lucan’s Pharsalia Book 1 against Vergil’sAeneid, and compares the results against
a 3000-parallel benchmark set).

Figure 2.45. Tesserae: comparison of Catullus’ Carmina with Vergil’s Aeneid book 1

Figure 2.45 shows the example of a comparison between Catullus’ Carmina and
the first book of theAeneid of Vergil. The search generates 737 results and in each
case displays two common words between the target text (alluding text: Vergil)
and the source text (alluded-to text: Catullus). Advanced search options allow
users to set different parameters such as units to be compared (lines or phrases),
features to be matched across texts (exact word, lemma, semantic match, lemma
+ semantic match, and sound), number of stop words and the stoplist basis to

144 Texts from these databases are modified by changing the markup and sometimes also the
orthography, and by removing all punctuation and capitalization.
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determine frequencies for the stoplist, score and frequency basis for getting rarer
words closer together, and maximum distance and distance metric to exclude
matching words that are too far from each other. Results allow to visualize high-
lighted matching words, to re-sort results with sort options, to read both target
and source texts in their entire context, and to export data in CSV, TSV, and XML
formats. Regarding Latin poetry, the automatic detection of parallel phrases in
Tesserae is producing promising results. As reported by the team of the project,
it “recovers approximately a third of the parallels captured by traditional com-
mentators, and adds a third not previously recorded.”145 As far as prose texts and
Greek sources are concerned, the tool allows users to explore intertextual paral-
lels and obtain many results that need to be further selected and verified in order
to test the effectiveness of the algorithms.

TLG Intertextual Phrase Matching. As part of new features offered by the
online version of theThesaurus Linguae Graecae (TLG), there is also a tool for in-
tertextual phrase matching. The service is based on n-gram comparison (bigrams
and trigrams) for detecting sequences of two or three content words shared be-
tween two texts in order to identify common text passages.146 N-grams are used
in the TLG for 1) comparing two texts or two authors side by side (N-Grams), 2)
for seeing attestations of phrases in the corpus (Browse – Browse one text), and 3)
for selecting two passages and viewing their similarities (Browse – Parallel brows-
ing).147

A first example is a comparison between the Historiae of Thucydides (ed.
Jones-Powell: tlg0003.001) and all texts of Athenaeus of Naucratis (tlg0008).148
Figure 2.46 shows 8 results, 6 of which have as a target text the Deipnosophists
and 2 the epitome. As for the Deipnosophists, there are matches in books 5, 9, 10
and 11. Passages in books 5 and 11 have been also detected in printed editions
of the Deipnosophists by August Meineke, Georg Kaibel, and Douglas Olson.149
Passages in books 9 and 10 are not referred to in printed editions and seem not to
be relevant.150 As for the epitome, only the passage from the summary of book 11
of the Deipnosophists is pertinent.151 Missing are a direct quotation of a passage

145 Coffee/Koenig et al. (2012) 386.
146 The comparison is based on lemmata and the order of words within n-grams is ignored.

Stop-words that don’t contribute to the meaning of the comparison are removed.
147 Descriptions of these tools are available on the TLG website. For a recent review of the

TLG intertextual phrase matching, see Boogert (2019).
148 The texts of Athenaeus in the TLG are constituted by the Deipnosophists (ed. Kaibel:

tlg0008.001), one fragment of On the kings of Syria (FGrHist 166 F 1: tlg0008.002), and
the epitome of the Deipnosophists (ed. Peppink: tlg0008.003).

149 Ath., Deipn. 5.55 = 215f and 216a = Thuc. 4.96.5, 8; Deipn. 11.57 = 478f = Thuc. 7.87.2. The
passage in book 11 is one, but the TLG has chopped it up into two consecutive matches
because it is an extended passage.

150 Ath., Deipn. 9.29 = 383a = Thuc. 4.50.2; Deipn. 10.87 = 458a = Thuc. 5.111.4.
151 Ath., Epit. 2.2.58.10 Peppink = Thuc. 7.87.2.
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from Thucydides and of course direct references to his name without quotations
or paraphrases of his text.152

Figure 2.46. TLG intertextual phrase matching: comparison of Thucydides with Athenaeus

Concerning lost texts, we can try to compare the fragments of Istros the Cal-
limachean (tlg1450) with Athenaeus of Naucratis (tlg0008).153 In this case, we
obtain 19 results (partial screenshot in fig. 2.47). Considering that passages are
chopped up into consecutivematches, the actual detected fragments are four from
the Deipnosophists and the epitome (frr. 14, 35, 38, 43) and they correspond to all
those published in the FHG. In this case, the intertextual phrase matching is use-
ful to align the lost text of the fragments as they were edited by Karl Müller in
the FHG and the original text of the Deipnosphists in the edition by Kaibel and of
the epitome in the edition by Peppink.

Through the TLG Parallel browsing it is also possible to select one fragment
of Istros and compare its text in the edition of the FHG with the whole context
of the passage of the Deipnosophists in the edition by Kaibel (e.g., fr. 14 in fig.
2.48). As part of the comparing functions, the TLG now offers also the possibility

152 Ath., Deipn. 1.42 = 23b = Thuc. 1.70.5 (the quoted passage is νικώμενοι ἐπ’ ἐλάχιστον
ἀναπίπτουσιν, which is detected in the text of the Deipnosophists when enabling n-grams
in the Browse one text section of the TLG); Deipn. 3.73 = 108f = Thuc. 7.33.4; Deipn. 5.15 =
189c = Thuc. 4.103.1; Deipn. 5.55 = 215d = Thuc. 5.2.1.

153 Istros’ fragments in the TLG are from Müller’s FHG (tlg1450.004) and from Mette (1978)
(tlg1450.003).
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Figure 2.47. TLG intertextual phrase matching: comparison of Istros with Athenaeus

Figure 2.48. TLG parallel browsing: Istros, FHG I, fr. 14 and Ath., Deipn. 13.4
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to compare two editions of the same text. In this case the TLG uses differences
between individual word forms, beta escapes, and punctuation in order to capture
finer distinctions between texts than with n-grams. The TLG provides the current
available list of texts with multiple editions with the goal of expanding it over
time.

2.3.3 Translation Alignment

Text reuses and intertextual parallels can be analyzed and detected also across
different languages. Figure 2.49 shows a passage of Livy (30.45), who explicitly
refers to Polybius (16.23) about the presence of the king Syphax in the triumphal
march of Scipio to Rome. Given that the Greek text of Polybius is preserved,
it is possible to compare it with its Latin reuse and generate an alignment of
the corresponding words.154 Many other examples are also offered in the field of
fragmentary literature, were original texts are lost. Figure 2.50 shows a passage of
the Astronomica of the Latin polymath Hyginus (2.40) mentioning the lost Greek
author Istros the Callimachean about Koronis (FGrHist 334 F 66 = BNJ 334 F 66).
Given that we don’t have the original text, it is not possible to check the accuracy
of the reference of Hyginus, except for speculating about the words that could
possibly derive from Istros’ work, whose name is the only evidence in the passage
of Hyginus.

Machine translation tools have been developed for “automatically producing
in a target language the translation of a text in a source language.” These tools are
devised for translations of everyday textswritten inmodern languages and not for
literature or poetry. Results are still not really satisfactory because translation is a
very difficult task that requires a profound knowledge and comprehension of the
text that has to be translated, and because machines still need a lot of training.155

154 Corresponding words are red in the figure. The page is available at http://demo.fragmen
tarytexts.org/en/istros/digital-edition/digital-edition-exploring-text-re-uses-across-lang
uages.html, where it is also available an XML output of the alignment produced with the
translation alignment editor of the Alpheios project.

155 For an introduction to the development of automatic machine translation since the Second
World War, see Poibeau (2017). For an overview of the revolutionary effects that online
translation services and crowdsourced translations are producing and for their implications
for human languages, cultures and society, see Cronin (2013).

http://demo.fragmentarytexts.org/en/istros/digital-edition/digital-edition-exploring-text-re-uses-across-languages.html
http://demo.fragmentarytexts.org/en/istros/digital-edition/digital-edition-exploring-text-re-uses-across-languages.html
http://demo.fragmentarytexts.org/en/istros/digital-edition/digital-edition-exploring-text-re-uses-across-languages.html
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Figure 2.49. Text reuse of preserved texts across languages (Livy cites Polybius)

Figure 2.50. Text reuse of lost texts across languages (Hyginus cites Istros)

Translation of historical texts is an even more difficult task, because it is about
texts produced in the past and problems of comprehension are much bigger than
for modern and contemporary texts, and also because it is very difficult to agree
on what we mean by translation and by good translation. This is one of the rea-
sons whywe still miss automatically generated translations of historical texts and
experiments are at the very beginning.156

Tesserae has been implementing a Greek-Latin search, which is available
online for testing results, and is producing a translation dictionary for linking
Greek lemmata to associated Latin terms.157 A similar method has been used as
part of the Digital Fragmenta Historicorum Graecorum (DFHG) project in order to
align the Greek text of the fragments with their Latin translation provided by the
editor Karl Müller. This case is different from those mentioned before, because
it is not about two ancient languages, but about the translation of ancient Greek
into 19th century scholarly Latin. The method was based on the use of data from
the Dynamic Lexicon, which is a project of the Perseus Digital Library for creating
automatic bilingual dictionaries of Greek-English and Latin-English, using source

156 Bamman/Crane (2009); Crane (2019).
157 https://tesseraev3.caset.buffalo.edu/cross.php

https://tesseraev3.caset.buffalo.edu/cross.php
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texts in Greek or Latin aligned with their English translations and using also
morpho-syntactic data from Greek and Latin treebank.158

Another method has been explored by combining data of the Dynamic Lexi-
conwith data of the Ancient Greek WordNet (AGWN), which is a project of the In-
stitute for Computational Linguistics “A. Zampolli” in Pisa for producing a lexico-
semantic resource mapped on Princeton WordNet 3.0.159 Both approaches have
produced translation pairs that are not completely correct because they still need
accuracy improvement and manual validation, but they have shown that they can
be integrated in order to improve performances. One of the problems that clearly
emerges from these experiments is the lack of training data and the necessity of
producing it in order to expand dictionaries of historical languages that can be
used for increasing machine translation results.

Having this goal in mind, translation alignment tools have been developed
in the last years, such as the translation alignment editor of the Alpheios project
and Ugarit iAligner of the Open Philology project at the University of Leipzig.
The first editor is part of a set of reading and learning environments developed
by Alpheios to support worldwide study of classical languages and literatures.
The tool has been experimentally used for research and teaching initiatives and
as part of the Perseids project at Tufts University, allowing users to manually align
two texts in two different languages including Greek, Latin, Aramaic, Egyptian,
Persian, and Syriac.160 Ugarit iAligner is a tool that performs automatic syntax-
based intra-language alignment and automatic alignment of different versions of
a text using a modified version of the Needleman-Wunsch Algorithm. It includes
an editor for manual alignment of up to three languages.161

158 Yousef/Berti (2015). First experiments on this method were carried out as part of a MSc
dissertation written by Yousef (2015) under my supervision at the University of Leipzig.
On the Dynamic Lexicon, see Bamman/Crane (2008a).

159 Berti/Bizzoni et al. (2016). On AGWN, see Bizzoni/Boschetti et al. (2014) and Boschetti/Del
Gratta et al. (2016).

160 See, for example, Almas/Beaulieu (2016), Mernitz (2016), and Almas (2017). Teaching ex-
periments have been also performed as part of the Sunoikisis Digital Classics program:
Berti/Crane et al. (2015); Berti (2016b); Berti (2017b); Berti (2017c).

161 See http://ialigner.com, Yousef/Palladino (2017), and Yousef (2020). Ugarit iAligner is
currently used at the University of Leipzig as part of the Open Persian project for align-
ing Persian poetry with modern languages and as part of the Digital Rosetta Stone project
(section 4.6) for aligning the Hieroglyphic, Demotic, and Greek scripts of the inscription.
See Berti/Jushaninowa et al. (2016), Foradi/Crane (2017), Berti/Naether/Amin et al. (2018b),
Berti/Naether/Amin et al. (2018a), Berti/Naether/Bozia (2018).

http://ialigner.com



